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This paper examines Mao Dun's literary criticism, particuiarly hiws
interpretation of Western realism from 1927 to 1942 This is the most
interesting and important period of his literary career
Mao Dun as a young man was influenced by nineteenth-century
European realist literature. Although Mao Dun mentions a great number of
foreign countries and individual authors, he knew most about the
literature of Russia, France, Britain, Germany and the United States of
America. Among his favourite writers are Turgenev, Gorky and France
From the late 1920's, probably dueto the political situation in China,
Mao Dun was less openly enthusiastic about foreign literature. Also
around this time he became interested in Marxism However, he was not a
hard-line Marxist--his approach to literature was primarily realist The
general agreement between his views and Marxism can be partly attributed
to the fact that early Marxist literary theory was formuiated under the
influence of European realism
Mao Dun, like all Marxist, shuned naturalism and demanded that
literature reflect life in its totality, not just surface impressions He
demanded well-rounded and typical characters, and detalled accurate
oackgrounds Like many other Chinese Marxist critics he pelleved that
writer should penetrate society and learn from experience
Mao dun was also very Interestedin two problems which China was
faced with at that time--the war with Japan and the question of how to
modernize the country yet preserve Chinese culture, These two problems
were a test of realism, and Mao Dur attempts to balance the demands of
realism with propaganda and with traditional Chinese literature
After Mao Dun became interested in Marxism his own views on
literature did not change very much. Although he often used Marxist
terminology to express his ideas, and his literary theory conformed with
orthodex Marxist literary theory, he was not an extremist, like Gorky and
critics during the Culturai Revolution in China Mao Dun was a liberal
Marxist, like Georg Lukacs He believed that literature should serve
society and Felt that the best way of this being accomlished is through
realism
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茅 盾 the pseudonym of Shen YanbingMao Dun 沈 雁 冰
(1896-1981)., was one of the foremost figures in modern Chinese
literature. He wrote a number of highly-acclaimed novels and short
stories, and produced a vast amount of critical essays. In both his
creative works and in his literary theory, Mao Dun was basically a realist.
i n the past critics tended to concentrate on Mao Dun's fiction, but in
recent years (especially since his death) all aspects of his work have been
investigated. His literary theory, despite its flaws, should not be
overlooked, because it was influential in its day and, with the advent of a
more liberal policy towards art since the end of the Cultural Revolution in
China, may well become so again. This paper will deal with Mao Dun's
literary theory, in particular his interpretation of Western realism.
Mao Dun's literary activities proper began after he left Peking
商 務 印 書 館University in 1916 and took a job at the Commercial Pres
Shanghai. Within a few months he was given the job of editing a magazine
for secondary school students, and, as luck would have it, the May Fourth
Movement began soon afterwards and Mao Dun found himself right at the
heart of one of the most burning issues of the day—literary reform—and,
already, wielding some influence. Over the next twenty-five years he
wrote for many periodicals, including Xiaoshuo yuebao 1I
[Short story monthly], Shishi xin bac |I [New current
affairs journal], Xueshenq 笤 主 象 [Student magazine],
Wenyi zhendi fhe art and literature front] and
zhoubao [Literature weekly].
Mao Dun's literary theory was not of course the same throughout his
career. Until the mid-1920's he espoused everything foreign. But
following the notorious May 30th incident in 1925 there was an upsurge in
patriotism among young Chinese intellectuals and many, Mao Dun included,
were less ready with their adulation of Western culture. Also around this
time Mao Dun began to be seriously interested in Marxism. It is probably
not a coincidence that Mao Dun turned to Marxism at around the same time
he was beginning to show less interest in Western literature. During this
period Mao Dun, like many other young Chinese intellectuals, was accutely
aware that China had to resist foreign imperialism and carry out
far-reaching social reforms. This feeling led to an attraction to Marxism
and, to a limited extent (Mao Dun was never xenophobic) a distaste for and
distrust of foreign culture.
The late 1920's and early 1930's were a period of confusion and
dejection for Mao Dun: he moved frequently, and engaged in a variety of
revolutionary and non-revolutionary activities. He had contact with
Marxists and Marxist theory, but was not yet a committed communist. In
1927, following the failure of the Great Revolution, he went to Japan,
where he lived incognito for two years. By the time he returned to China,
he had emerged from his period of doubt and searching, and was ready to
throw himself into working for the revolution through literature. He
became an active and influential member of the League of Left-Wing
Writers 左 翼 作 家 联 盟 ' The actual date of the change in
his literary views cannot be pinpointed. The Mao Dun scholar Marian Galik
suggests 1925—the year Mao Dun left the Commercial Press to become a
professional revolutionary—while acknowledging that this change had
been developing since at least 1923, and continued after 1925, as
reflected in both his literary and non-literary activities. Mainland critics
such as Shao Bozhou 邵 企 周 and Ye Ziming put it at 1930 to
1931, that is, after his return from Japan and at the beginning of his
involvement with the League of Left-wing Writers3 However, a shift in
Mao Dun's thinking on literature can be discerned from around 1927, and
this date is generally recognized as a turning point in anthologies of his
works, in critical works by nearly all scholars of Mao Dun, and by Mao Dun
himself in his autobiography, zouguo I
(The road I've taken).4 What is apparent is that Mao Dun's thinking di
not suddenly change; rather, there was a gradual development, a process 1
maturing and refining. But for the sake of convenience, in this paper Mao
Dun's second period will refer to the years from 1927 to 1942.
The third main period of Mao Dun's literary theory commenced at the
beginning of the 1940s, when he came under the influence of Mao Zedong.
Mao Zedong's Zai Yen'an wenyi zuotanhui shang de jianghuc
气 座 褒 名 上 约 (Talk at the Yenan Forum on Literature and
Art)3 effectively ended dissent among writers and critics. From this time
the ideas expressed in Mao Dun's writings are much more rigid and less
original (for example, his major critical work of this period Yedu ouji
(Random thoughts while reading at night).®
Many commentators on Mao Dun concentrate on either the first or
third period of his career—Westerners are interested in his reception of
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European literature, and mainland scholars maintain that the Mao Dun
following the Maoist line is the one to be taken seriously. However, in nay
opinion, the middle period is the most important a d interesting. By the
second half of the 1920's Mao Dun had had many years of experience in
literary activities, and time to reflect on his first impulsive leanings
towards the West. He had become interested in Marxism (undeniably an
important influence) yet still retained his independence from the
Communist Party. Moreover, it is during this period that Mao Dun wrote
most of his novels and short stories, which are realist in the style of
nineteenth-century European fiction. The common denominators
throughout his career were his high regard for realism and his belief that
writers have a responsibility to society.
The process of receiving an influence could be described as
dialectical-at the time an influence.is received, the person being
influenced already has his own body of knowledge, ideas and experience,
which the new influence enters. This existing-body of knowledge and so
forth is ever-changing. An influence is not received purely, but is filtered
through the person's own knowledge and experience. After this
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interpretation of the outside influence has become a part of the person's
own mind, he then has a slightly different body of knowledge, ideas and
experience than before, which means that his interpretation of new
influences, or even of an old one, is affected.
This approach can help us understand Mao Dun's process of receiving
Western literary influences. He had been brought up in a liberal,
progressive family, and was interested in social reform from an early
age.7 Therefore the introduction of European critical realist works found
fertile soil in Mao Dun. The new ideas and his own personality were
mutually reinforcing, and Mao Dun came to judge literature according to
realist standards. By 1925 he had rejected some of his early favourites
(for examples, Zola and Tolstoy) on the grounds that their realism and
ideology were not satisfactory, although these had been among the works
that originally introduced him to realism. I t is important to note that the
basis of Mao Dun's literary theory--how he approached literature, his
aesthetic orientation--was formed early and did not alter radically,
although the judgements he made and conclusions he reached often did.
Modern Chinese literature is a term that covers all aspects and
genres, but Mao Dun was mainly concerned with fiction and literary
criticism. Mao Dun liked Western-style fiction, but he also showed an
interest in traditional Chinese fiction. The term xiaoshuo -J- vt
was first used in the Warring States period (403-221 B.C.) and over the
centuries gradually evolved to become a complex vernacular fictional
genre. This traditional fiction was not treated as a respectable genre and
yet the stories about knights-errant, scholars, supernatural beings and
other traditional characters flourished. Modern Chinese fiction, however,
did not develop entirely from this traditional genre, but seemed to begin
quite abruptly in 1918, with the publication of Lu Xun's 參 处
Kuangren riji 0 (Diary of a madman) in Xin Qingnian
新 責 卑 [New youth] monthly. This work followed the call of Hu Shi
I for a literary revolution which would promote a literature free
of classical language and themes, and expressing fresh, individual
thoughts and discussing important issues.
Kuangren riji, apart from being in the vernacular, is written in the
first person. Moreover, it is a biting satire on Chinese society. In the past
there had been critical and even satirical works, but they had been
confined to symptoms—corrupt officials and so forth—whereas Lu Xun
struck at the very roots of Chinese culture. He wrote other stories in a
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similar vein, all personal and critical and revealing a great depth of
feeling.
Though Lu Xun was influenced by Western literature he managed to
write short stories in his own unique style. He is arguably China's
greatest modern writer. Mao Dun said that since the May Fourth Movement
there had been no great Chinese literary works except those of Lu Xun.8
But it was not easy for lesser writers to follow in Lu Xun's footsteps.
The new fiction was completely different from the traditional in both
form and content. As a result the new fiction writers were often at a loss
as to what to write about, and even when they solved that problem it was
still difficult for them to find a suitable style to express their ideas in.
On the one hand, priding themselves on being progressive thinkers, they
looked down on traditional fiction, which meant they were cutting
themselves off from their literary heritage. On the other hand, they
wanted to write Chinese fiction, and there was always the danger of
drawing on Western fiction so much that the native tradition would cease
to exist. For a time at least they were writing in a vacuum, and it is not
surprising that their works were often less than perfect. This dilemma is
discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
In his early essays Mao Dun uses the terms realism and
naturalism interchangeably. But his opinion on the relative
merits of these two different modes is obvious. Throuohout his career Mao
Dun distrusted literature which only recorded surface phenomena—he
always demanded that the author take a stand. On the other hand, he never
deviated from his firm belief in realism. The kind of realism he favoured
was the nineteenth-century European type, positivistic in outlook,
confined to the reflection of objective reality. (We will look in more
detail at what realism meant to Mao Dun in Chapter 3.)
Mao Dun's critical essays are full of advice and criticism for young
writers, with realism always the key-stone. In the 1920's he
concentrated on content, urging writers to write about life, and about
serious issues. Later he also discussed style and technique, demanding
realistic description and vivid characterization. One of his strong points
is that he always relates his theory to specific issues. His discussions of
realism are related to the Chinese literary scene, and he was strongly
committed to developing modern Chinese literature.
Mao Dun belonged tc the Literary Study Society
was outspoken in the League of Left-wing Writers, and was a friend of
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most important writers and thinkers of the day. It is interesting to see to
what extent Mao Dun .was caught up in the new literature movement, and to
what extent he was responsible for the direction it took. Mao Dun in his
literary theory was rarely (if ever) original. He did not actually introduce
any new ideas, but he played a greater part than any of his contemporaries
(with the possible exception of Lu Xun) in spreading these ideas. He read
widely, wrote a .great deal, and initiated discussion on various literary
problems. His writing is clear and he looks at questions from every angle.
i t cannot be denied that he was a major force in the new literature
movement.
This paper is divided into two parts. The first part (Chapter 2) will
examine the possible 1 iterary influences on Mao Dun. We will discover that
lao Dun's reading of foreign literature was not balanced. It is difficult to
assess exactly how much a certain writer or nation's literature may have
influenced him. Our judgements will therefore have to depend on how
often he mentions a writer in his critical essays and what he says about
him: it is probable that he had stronger feelings--positive or
negative--about the writers he mentions often, than about those he barely
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refers to at all. Secondly, we know quite a lot about his literary views
and can better assess his impression of a writer by looking at these vieo
Moreover, we can better understand his general theory by looking at his
opinions on individual writers. Mao Dun's preference was for Russian
critical realist works, though he was also interested in the literature of
Britain, France, Germany and the United States.
I n the second part we will look at how Mao Dun balanced his
unshakeable belief in realism with his Marxist beliefs. He was a very
moderate Marxist, so moderate that it often seems as if his Marxism is
little more than a thin veneer over his realism.% Chapter 3 examines the
relation between realist and Marxist literary theories, and at Mao Dun's
stance in the central issue of ref l ect i oni sm. I n Chapter 4 we consider
several other questions of interest to both realists and Marxists, and in
which Mao Dun was interested. Chapter 5 is a look at two special
circumstances--the conflict between literary heritage and foreign
influence, and the Sino-Japanese War. These two issues were deemed of
the utmost importance by Mao Dun and figure largely in his critical
writings.
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2.MAO DUNSRECEPTION OF WESTERNIITERATURE
Mao Dun worked for the Commercial Press, Shanghai from 1916 to
1926 Although he had studied English literature (as well as elementary
French) at university, it was really during his early working life, from the
time he began work at the Commercial Press to the early 1920's, that he
began to formulate his ideas on literature. Through his reading of English
books and periodicals (including not only Anglo-American material but
also European works in translation), he came into contact with scientific
and sociological theories as well as literary criticism.
Mao Dun's introduction to literary realism came rather indirectly, but
was perhaps typical of how young Chinese intellectuals in the 1920's
viewed literature. From his secondary school days, Mao Dun had had
revolutionary sympathies, and he was vocal about the need to change China.
Like many of his contemporaries, he attributed China's problems not to
circumstances, but to something inherently backward in Chinese culture.
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Disillusioned with Chinese culture, but still patriotic, these young
intellectuals believed that traditional Chinese culture should be
abandoned, and a new, progressive Chinese culture developed. In their eyes
a progressive culture could only be Western in style. Later, due to the
arousal of his patriotic feelings following the May 30th incident in 1925,
Mao Dun became more hesitant in denigrating Chinese culture, but for the
first half of the 1920's at least he enthusiastically espoused all things
forei9n.l
Because his interest in Western culture was closely tied to his strong
feelings about the modernization of China, Mao Dun did not learn about
Western literature and literary theory in isolation, but as part of new
learning--of progress--as a whole. His views on literature became part of
his general philosophy of life--for Mao Dun the study of literature was not
merely an academic exercise. As a young man, European realistic
literature made a strong impression on him, and although in his maturity
he abandoned or modified many of his earlier views, his assumptions about
and approach to literature he could not change, the values and ways of
thinking typical of realists had become part of him, and therefore could
not be rejected. He was not conscious that they had not always been a part
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of his thought, so could not look on these ideas as only ideas rather than
the natural way of thinking. Nineteenth century European realism was the
strongest foreign influence on Mao Dun, and his entire theory of literature
is based on his acceptance of it.
Mao uun constantly refers to -reansm in his writings, and discusses
Marxist theories as well. The literary mode known as realism refers to
the dominence of a concern for the representation of external, objective
reality in-literary works. The realist writer must avoid fantasy, obvious
symbolism and all the other styles incompatible with realism. In order for
the work to better resemble reality, he needs to carefully describe the
physical appearance of people and scenes, and provide a plausible
explanation for human behaviour, have logical, believable plots, and refrain
from imposing his own presence onto the work too much.
Naturalism is closely related to realism, but the two differ in the
motivation of realist and naturalist authors respectively. Whereas
realists are interested in causes and effects, in reasons and motives, and
attempt to present these.. in a credible manner, in accordance with most
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people's understanding of reality, naturalists are content to record surface
impressions, believing that it is most important to accurately present
reality as it appears, without looking for anything underlying this, and
without making any judgement.
Marxists emphasize the dominance of economics, and hence class
struggle, over history, social life and culture. They see literature as being
no exception. Literature is never isolated from social forces, and
therefore should not try to detatch itself from reality, but keep abreast of
it, and reflect economic and social patterns. Marxists see
nineteenth-century realist works as meeting many of their requirements
for good literature, and therefore advocate the realist style. But because
the Marxists' overriding concern is with political considerations, and they
have set, pre-conceived ideas of what reality consists of, it can be
argued that Marxist literature is basically not realist.
It cannot be denied that realism has been present in the literature of all
cultures and throughout the ages to a greater or lesser extent. In fact,
literary realism is just one manifestation of a phenomenon which is not
only one of the pillars of aesthetics, but also a basic concern of
philosophy. Although realism has always existed, its demands tended to be
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overridden by those of convention, religion, eta. The realism movement
arose alongside of great economic, social, scientific, and philosophic
changes--it was not until the nineteenth century that conditions were ripe
for a realist movement in Europe.2 As Ian Watt points out, the rise of the
novel (the main form of realist literature) reflects fundamental changes it
thought in Europe in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Before
then, urealism had referred to. the philosophical belief that the universal,
the abstract is the only reality. This view was challenged by Descartes,
Locke and other Enlightenment philosophers, who asserted that truth lies
in particular experience, and that knowledge is based on particular,
tangible evidence rather than on ideas.3
1 n European literature, realism, in the words of William Wimsatt and
Cleanth Brooks, refers to:
a reaction against a number of things that were thought in
the mid- l 9th century to be unreal, not only Gothic romance,
picaresque adventure, and allegorical fantasy but classic
4
composure and conservative morality.
Watt shows how each of the main attributes of the novel (distinct from
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earlier prose)--originality of plot, particularity of circumstances,
individual characters, particularity of time, particularity of space, and
rejection of classical, conventional language--all correspond with new
trends in philosophy, and in fact reflect the whole change in outlook which
took place in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.5
With the new emphasis on science, and the romantic ideal of the
equality-of all people, the common people and everyday life came to be
recognized as interesting and important. Writers tried to bring scientific
method to-literature, with painstaking description of detail and theorizing
on what motivated people's actions.6 Like scientists, they were
interested in the objective, physical world--external reality. They
demanded that only things that exist according to the average person's
experience or supposition be reflected in literature: the real world or
objective universe people who are living, or could have lived, rather than
supernatural creatures. Moreover, in .a realistic work, things need to be
described in some detail--they are not only real, but are demonstrated to
be so. In their documentation of the external world, realist writers tended
to overlook other kinds of reality: the world of the mind, inner reality, for
7
instance, and more abstract or allegorical truths
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In Europe in the nineteenth century a concern for realism, for
expressing, above all else, the truth, dominated literature. So strong was
this tendency that it is often referred to as the realist movement. But
realism is not a movement, with all the restrictions that this term
implies, but something much more basic. As Joseph Peter Stern sums up:
if realism is perennial it cannot be identical with any ore
coherent ideology either, though it does stand in a significant
and positive relationship with each prevailing ideology in turn.
With each, that is, except those that proscribe its practice and
have the power to enforce their proscription.
Realism is thus not a single style and has no specific
vocabulary of its own, except in contrast to styles and
vocabularies employed by other modes of writing in any given
age. I t is not agenre, nor a ts'eltarntiehauung., but rather a
disposition of mind and pen, something like a humour--in brief
8
a mode of wyritinq.
In spite of the many new literary styles and theories that have come
into being in Europe in the twentieth century, it is obvious that literature
has not yet emerged from the realist age--to be realistic or not is still
one of the most important questions all artists are faced with. Even in
non-realist works realism is still an issue--writers and painters must
decide to not adhere to reality, or must have already accepted in their
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thinking that the reflection of reality is not important. But it should be
remembered that realism, although dominant, is not the only consideration.
It is but one of a number of possible aesthetic outlooks.
Bonnie McDougall has suggested that in the May 4th era, the
perception of Western literature and literary theory in Chinese literary
circles was a rather lop-sided one, being distant from the Western
literary world and dependent on whatever translations and published
criticism (which in turn depended on the fashion of that time) were
available.9 The same could be said of Mao Dun's interpretation of Western
literary realism. I t seems that he read widely and in his essays he
mentions an incredible number of foreign writers. But in spite of this my
overall impression is that his appreciation of Western literature and
literary theories was not based upon balanced consideration.
There are a number of factors which could account for this. First,
the only foreign language he knew well enough to read literature in was
English. All his reading of literature in other European languages was in
English translation. Naturally, all the great works would have been
translated into English but, to a certain extent, %wwhich European works Mao
Dun could read depended on the tastes of the English and American reading
public, as the works most popular with them would have been the ones to
be translated. Second, his understanding of European literary theory and
history was not based on any deep research he undertook himself, but on
the work of others, on the popular critical works of the day, for example
Taine's History of English Literature, and selections of the criticism
of Vinet, Gourmont, France, ana others, in the early 1920's he translated
many articles by Western critics (most of them already forgotten today)
giving a brief, general account of the literature of various individual
nations. As Mao Dun probably knew as much—if not more—about Western
literature as any other critic in China, there was no one as well-informed
as he to respond to his comments, which means that his views on Western
literature were left unchallenged. His general knowledge of foreign
literature and the vastness of his reading is impressive, but sometimes
his writings are marred by generalization, oversimplification and even
inaccuracies. For examples, his comments on European literature during
the First World War (Hai shi xianshizhuyi' I—
[Still realism],10) and hi interpretation of Shaw's firs. Warren's
Profession (see p. 43). Third, although his standard of English was very
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high, his formal study of the language was limited to secondary school and
three years at college level, not really adequate for mastering anything
more than standard modern English--old, middle and early modern
(pre-eighteenth-century) English (and works in dialect) would have been
beyond him. It would certainly have been much easier for him to read
modern works--works of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Also, he would have preferred prose and drama to poetry. This means that
he would have had a preference for, and better understanding of, modern
European literature-namely., nineteenth-century and early twentieth-
century realist works. He does, of course, often mention some of the great
masters of old European literature--Homer, Chaucer, Dante, Shakespeare,
and others--but this is really little more than a token inclusion.
In examining possible influences on Mao Dun's literary theory from
1927 to 1942, we must of course also include authors and works which
may have affected him in his early period but which contributed to his
later thought. From -1918 to 1942, he mentioned some 250 different
Western writers in his essays. Some are given only a passing reference,
some are discussed in detail. Some are mentioned many times, with a
number of their works discussed, some are referred to only once or twice.
Below, the writers are listed, and subsequently discussed, according
to nationality. This may seem a rather artificial way of classifying them
but as George Becker points out, the different European nations each had
its own distinct school of realism.'1 Moreover, it appears that Mao Dun
thought of the writers he discussed in this way. He wrote articles on
national literatures, and he often prefaces the name of a European writer
with a statement of the writer's nationality (the French writer Zola
the Russian novelist 6orky 910



























He also occasionally mentions Irish, Welsh, Modern Greek, Dutch., Austrian
and Bulgarian writers, but these references are limited to naming one or
two writers. There is no evidence that Mao Dun had any real knowledge of,
or was influenced by, any of these writers.
Although Mao Dun referred to a considerable number of Western
writers it seems that many of them he was really not fam liar
wit--perhaps he had never even read their works, but learned about them
from other sources-for he mentions Chem only once. These writers
include writers from small and oppressed nations, for example Ireland,




1920's and 1930's had a great interest in these small nations, but I would
suggest that, in the case of Mao Dun at least, it was the idea of small,
weak countries gaining national consciousness and expressing nationalism
liberty and other ideals in their literature, that appealed to the Chinese
intellectuals, and that generally their enthusiasm was not supported by
any deep knowledge.
The. nations whose literature Mao Dun was consistently interested in
and had some knowledge of, from when he first became interested in
Western literature and throughout the 1930's, were Russia, France,
Britain, the United states and Germany.
RUSSIA
Russia began producing important realist works during the second
half of the nineteenth century. As George Becker points out, it was
Russian literary works, rather than theory, that changed the course of
Russian literature and which, from the 1880's, began to be influential
outside Russia.12 Russian novels were among the most popular foreign
works introduced into China from the end of the Ching Dinasty. Erich
Auerbach observes that Russian realism is different from Western
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European realism. He suggests that this is because the Russian people
traditionally had no aesthetics of high and "low" their realism was
based on Christian and traditional patriarchal values, rather than the ideas
of an enlightened bourgeoisie.13
Although Russian literature is of course quite different from Chinese
literature, there are some similarities between the social and cultural
circumstances of the two nations: both are large and populous countries,
both had autocratic governments until early in the twentieth century, and
a large bureaucracy, both had widespread poverty and a largely illiterate
population which still adhered strongly to traditional values. These
similarities were apparent in the literature itself and accounted for the
popularity of Russian literature in China in the 1920's and 1930's,
especially with Mao Dun. Russia, like China, was burdened with a dead
literary language until quite late in its history. In Western Europe Latin
was the lingua franca of educated people, but for written literature was
rejected quite early. Early Russian literature (pre--eighteenth century) was
dominated by moralistic themes,14 just as Chinese literature was
restricted, through the Imperial examination system and the force of
tradition, by Confucianism. 15 Again like China, Russia had little cultural
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contact with the rest of the civilized world for a long period, which
unfortunately was when the Renaissance was flowering in Europe. It was
only when Peter I founded St. Petersburg in 1703 that a door was opened
and EuroDean influence allowed in-
The course was neither simple nor easy, yet the very conflicts
between the old and the new proved stimulating. The process,
with all its ups and downs, was destined to help the Russian
consciousness undergo in some two hundred years an evolution
which normally would have taken three times longer. Needless
to say, certain features of the imported European civilization
were bound to remain superficial. Others took deeper root.
Thus what is known to the outside world as Russian literature
was largely an outcome of this process, and its phenomenal
growth coincided with the second half of the Petersburg
period. 16
This process of catching up with the rest of the worl d, and the conflict
between new ideas and traditional values, is very similar to the story of
modern China, the main difference being that China underwent this
dramatic change in the space of a few decades.
In both Russia and China, the introduction of new learning and
Western European liberal ideas was hampered by economic and social
problems--whereas Western Europe in the eighteenth, nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries was enjoying. unprecedented prosperity, in Russia and
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China the vast majority of the population was beset with poverty,
illiteracy and superstition, and the gap between the wealthy, educated
minority and "the people" grew.
The main Russian writers which, judging from his writings, Mao Dun
was aware of and therefore possibly influenced by, were Turgenev,
Tol stoy, Pushkin, Plekhanov, Kuprin, Herzen, Gorky, Gogol, Chekhov and
Dostoevsky. The most important were Gorky. Dostoevsky and Turgenev.
Most of these writers had one feature in common: a love of their country
and an accute awareness of the plight it was in. Russian realist works
may not have differed greatly in style from French, English and other
Western European works, but Russian realist works contain stronger
feelings of nationalism, show a darker side of human existence, and at the
same time express a great love of and concern for the ordinary people.
This strong political consciousness and appreciation of the rich fabric of
human life, strongly affected Mao Dun's literary views, as can be seen
from most of his critical and creative works. Although Mao Dun praises
Russian writers for their realistic style, I would suggest that it is the
content, the issues raised in their works, that attracted and influenced
him.
Below we will examine the influence of ten Russian writers on Mao
Dun.
TURGENFV: Mao Dun included three works by Turgenev
Sportsman's Note Book; Father and Son, and Virgin Soil) in his
programme for the systematic introduction of Western literature, outlined
in 1920 in Xiaoshuo xin chaolan xuanyan 小 说 新 潮 桎 宣 言
[Manifesto of the new tide of fiction column],'' These three works are
arguably among Turgenev's most important andor interesting. A
Sportsman's Note Book is about the serfs and it is said that this book
influenced Alexander il in his decision to free the serfs. Virgin Soii,
about the Populist movement, is a less successful work, but would still
have been considered relevant to the Chinese situation. In Shehui beijing
yu chuangzuo 4 [Social background and creation], Mao
Dun says:
the ideological conflict of old people stubbornly adhering to
the past and the youth forging ahead towards the new, is very
fierce, and we should have works like Ibsen's League of Youth
and Turgenev's Father and Son to express this.®
0
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and later that year he says:
The most famous of the great masters of the Russian realist
school are Gogol, Turgenev, Tolstoy and Dostoyevsky, their
works all contain vast love and the noble spirit of
self-sacrifice.19
俅@ ‘1 I
欠 、 至 … 、 爲 絲 沒 去 、 托 尔 斯 暴 、
们 的 作 二 新 专 韦 疒 文 岣 ， ，
高 洚 均 自 己 牺 牧 約 输 神
He goes on to say that although some Western works are depressing, that
characteristic does not apply to Russian realist fiction. However, if any
writer is depressing, it is Turgenev— it is generally recognized that
Turgenev's works have a distinct air of fatalism and pessimism.
TOLSTOY: Mao Dun admired Tolstoy throughout his literary career.
He wrote articles fairly general in scope on him in 1919—Tuoersitai yu
jinri zhi Eluosi ? IJt [Tolstoy and
the Russia of today]211 and Wenxuejia de Tuoersitai 幺 窆 专 、 叫 托
仏 斯 表 [Tolstoy the man of letters];2' 1920— Tuoersitai de wenxue
[Tolstoy's literature];22 and 1938— (Sulian
jinian Tuoersitai shengnian yibaishi zhou
5 [The Soviet Union commemorates the hundred
and tenth anniversary of Tolstoy's birth]2 in Duiyu xitong de jingji de
jieshao xiyang wenxue di yijian' 3
[An opinion on the systematic and economical
introduction of Western literature],24 he names Tolstoy and Herzeri as
examples of writers whose works are based on both philosophy and
literature, promoting ideological change. In 1923, discussing the
importance of the writer's personality in literature, he points to Tolstoy
as a writer whose strong and unique personality is expressed in his
literature. In Lun wuchanjieji yishu 说 无 ， 阶 級 。 木 、 [On
proletarian art],25 he includes Tolstoy, Pushkin and Gogol as great writers
whose achievements in literary form are valuable and lasting, in contrast
to modernist literature. However, later that year he expressed
disapproval of Tolstoy's humanism CGao you zhi yanjiu wenxuezhe,
[To those dedicated to literary research]25).
In his second list, that of problem literature (literary works
selected because they deeply probe social issues and problems), for the
sytematic introduction of Western writers, Mao Dun included Lev Tolstoy's
War and Peace. Much later, in his middle period, he wrote an article on
the novel (Zhanzheng yu heping 托 咢 匀 和 寻 27).
PUSHKIN: In outlining his programme for the introduction of Western
literature, Mao Dun includes Pushkin's short prose work The Queen of
Spades as a work which should be translated into Chinese. He does not
give a reason, and his choice is a little surprising, for The Queen of
Spades is neither the greatest nor the most famous of Pushkin's works.
More generally, he observes that Pushkin's writings were not free from
politics—Mao Dun always strongly believed that literature should not be
merely for entertainment, but should be involved (Wenxue yu zhengzhi
shehiii' [Literature and political society]2®)
He praises Pushkin in On Proletarian Art,29 and, in his middle period,
wrote an article on Pushkin, Pushigeng bainianji
[Pushkin's centenary], 9
Mao Dun's praise of Pushkin is rather vague and he seems to have
missed the obvious—the example of Pushkin's dazzling technique, his
amalgamation of various styles, his interest in Yestern European culture
while making the most of Russian language and literary heritage, and his
rejection of rigid classical forms for a more natural style, could have
served as an illustration of much of what Mao Dun was advocating to young
Chinese writers. See the articles Mao Dun wrote on making literature
more accessible to the masses, in which he discusses what in old
literature can be used by modern writers (for example, Yentizhong de
dazhong wenyi 6 [The problems facing
mass literature and art],®' and Guanyu dazhong wenyi 干 、 丈 厶 又
[Concerning mass literature and art];®2 his articles on style (for
example, Zhi de tigao yu tongsu 盾 [Raising
the quality and popularization];33 and his articles supporting the literary
revolution, and the abandonment of classical language and style (for
example, Duiyu suowei wenyan fuxing yundong de gujia' V
17 [An evaluation of the so-called classical
renaissance movement])34
DOSTOYEVSKY: Dostoyevsky was a favourite of Mao Dun's during his
early period. He wrote a number of articles on the writer in the early
1920's. Tuosltuoyifusijl dailaile xie shenme dongxl gei wo guo
1 3 [What there is
in Dostoyevsky for our country];33 Tuosituoyifusiji de sixianc
VII [Dostoyevsky's thought];36 Tuosituoyifusiji zai
Eguo wenxueshi shang de diwei 11
蓉 欠 ） 吻 地 位 [Dostoyevsky's place in Russian literary
history];37 GuanyuTuosituoyifusiji de yingwen shu 于
Concerning Dostoyevsky's English books];38 and
Tuosituoyifusiji de xinyanjiu ；它迄 :1
[New Dostoyevsky research], in his regular column Haiwai
wentan xianxi'
[Overseas literary world news]0
He observed that unlike Chinese writers who are mostly scholars,
Dostoyevsky and Gorky had had experience in fourth class society, and
could therefore better reflect social background in their writings.40 He
praised Dostoyevsky and other Russian realist writers for the broad love
and noble spirit of self-sacrifice in their works,41 and said that reading
Dostoyevsky, (among other writers) made one strongly aware of the
national character he represents. These comments may be apt, but
Dostoyevsky's works are also psychologically rather than objectively
realist, they are individualist, spiritualist and gloomy, all of which
qualities Mao Dun disliked, so it is unlikely that Dostoyevsky influenced
him positively. But despite this, Mao Dun was aware of Dostoyevsky's
importance, and included four of Dostoyevsky's better known works,
Crime and Punishment, A L it tie Hero, The Idiot, and Notes from
Underground, in his programme for the introduction of Western
literature.
CHEKHOV: Although Mao Dun recommended more works by Chekhov
than by any other single author (they were The Duel, The Cherry
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Orchard The .seagull, /vanefi Three Sisters, Old Wives of Russ/a
and The Chestnut Treel, it seems his interest was confined to his (Mao
Dun's) earliest years of literary activity--little more than a passing
infatuation, in fact. I n t921 he named Chekhov in discussing the necessity
of knowing a writer's ideology and general background in order to translate
his works properly.43 After that there is no further mention of Chekhov.
KUPRtU.: In an article on translating Western works into Chinese, Mao
Dun mentions Kuprin's The Rider of Life and A Late Guest. 44 (He also
discussed the literary giant Kuprin's The Star of .`ulainan in the
Overseas Literary World News column of May, 192145 Although Kuprin's
critical realism--the seamy backgrounds, the beggars, spies, prostitutes
and other low characters, and his criticism of various aspects of Tsarist
Russian society--may have appealed to Mao Dun, Kuprin is by no means j
writer of the stature of Turgenev, Tolstoy or Dostoyevsky, and was
nnnnczari to thp Rnlchnvik rnvn1 ttinn
现 在 文 学HFZEN: In "Xiandaienxueiia de zeren shi shenme?"
[What is the responsibility of today's men of家 的 责 任 是 什 么 ？
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letters?], Mao Dun calls the Russian revolutionary writer Aleksandr
Herzen a literary giant,46 and he recommends whose crime? in his
programme for the systematic introduction of Western literature. He also
praised Herzen as a writer whose works were based on both philosophy and
literary strength. It is not surprising that Herzen appealed to Mao Dun.
Herzen was an ardent socialist and patriot. At the timne of writing whose
Crime? he believed in Westernizing Russia--he believed that the
introduction of Western European ideas and values would be of great
benefit to Russia. However, he later renounced this belief.47 This is
quite similar to the story of Mao Dun, though the latter was never very
trenchant in his rejection of the West. I n the 192O's, until the May 30th
Movement, Western culture was very fashionable in China, and Mao Dun was
in the forefront of those advocating learning from Western literature.
From the second half of the 1920's the rise of patriotic and anti--foreign
sentiments (which Mao Dun seems to have shared) dampened their
enthusiasm. With each passing year, Mao Dun mentions foreign writers and
literary trends less. However, in his middle period, he rarely actually
takes back his earlier praise of foreign.literature45--he just ceases
openly discussing it.
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0GOL: Three of Nikolay Gogol's works-- Dead Souls, The cloak
and The Terrible £'ossack --were advocated in Mao Dun's 1920
programme for the introduction of Western literature. i n a discussion on
individuality and national character in literature, he names Gogol as the
first of many Russian writers who have elaborated on this, and have been
very influential not only in Russia but throughout the world.49 In Social
Background and creation he says that Russian writers since Gogol have all
described dark autocracy and been sympathetic towards the literature of
nnnrPccP nPnn1Pcz
CORKY: The writer Mao Dun talked about the most, and praised
throughout his (Mao Dun's) literary career, is Maxim Gorky. I n 1920 he
included Gorky's Creatures That Once 4//- Marl and Lower Depths
in his programme for the systematic introduction of Western literature.
He discussed My Childhood in the Overseas Literary World News of
November, 1921).50 From 1921 to 1941 he wrote a number of general
articles on Gorky. In Social Background and Creation, he noted the
importance of Gorky's life experience. In xianchen dexiwan
[The hope of an onlooker] he compares Gorky with Dickens,
失 望
现 成 的
concluding that Gorky is the writer whose works really come alive for the
reader, for Gorky belonged to the proletariat and lived a proletarian life5'
In On Proletarian Art he says:
In the second half of the nineteenth century, the genuine
masterpieces describing the life of the proletariat-- those
that could express the soul of the proletariat, that were
really the cries of the proletariat itself, were seldom seen.
The one most worthy of our praise is probably only the Russian
novelist Gorky. This novelist, who was once a Volga ferry
attendant, once occupied in arduous labour, was the first to
really write about the sufferings of the proletariat, the first
to express, without falseness or exaggeration, the greatness of
the soul of the proletariat, the first to clearly point out the.
great mission of the proletariat for the whole world to seer'









It seems Mao Dun genuinely admired Gorky the person, whose life was
so different from Mao Dun's relatively comfortable one. He does not
elaborate on Gorky's populist stance. Mao Dun liked nineteenth-century
critical realism, the literature of the bourgeoisie, whereas Gorky glorified
physical work and regarded writing as just another form of labour. Mao
Dun had been born into a well-to-do middle-class family, and had never
had any direct experience of life outside of intellectual circles. (See Wo
zouguo de, (The road I've taken). 4
As a socialist and social reformer, Mao Dun probably felt sharply his lacl
of affinity with the working class, hence his frequent praise of Gorky.
PLEKHANOV: In Xuyao jiao ta shidi de pipinii; ” 甕 脚 絲 変
地 叫 紅 匕 评 言 々 fWe need critics with their feet firmly on the
ground], Mao Dun praises the critical writings of Plekhanov and Gorky, but
says that in drawing on European critics' works, Chinese critics must
remember that their circumstances are different, and should make use of
the foreign critics' methods in that light.55 Considering the importance
of Plekhanov in Soviet letters, and his role in formulating a Marxist theory
of literature, it is perhaps surprising that Mao Dun did not show more
40
interest in him. However, the reason may be that Plekhanov's g rit ings
were not translated into Chinese or English and were therefore
inaccessible to Mao Dun (see pp. 19-20).
RRITIS
Although English was Mao Uun s only foreign language, ne aoes not
seem to have been particularly fond of English literature, preferring to use
his knowledge of the language to read tra isl a t'l ons of the literature of
other European countries. While his neglect is not totally justifiable, he
is not alone in preferring the realist literature of other countries. I t is
often pointed out that nineteenth century English realism lacked the
greatness of the' Russian and French schools. George C3ccker observes:
What distinguished English writers of pseudor ealistic vein was
the healthy infusion of observed life. What generally limited
them was an unwillingness to surrender r coral preconceptions.
Their spectrum of observation was also limited for the most
part to that ar 2a where we locate comedy of manners.Jh
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Given this, it is not-surprising that Mao Dun did not have a higher r erjard
for English realism. Mao Dun, as we have already noted elsewhere, was a
true critical realist, with the emphasis on the critical aspect. He was
interested in the most fundamental issues of human existence- livelihood,
suffering, survival, freedom, etc. He had little time for the sheltered
world and petty dramas--however true-to-life--of Trollope, Mrs. Gaskell,
Arnold Bennett and others of that ilk. Unfortunately, he thus also cu t
himself off from the best qualities of English fiction, and he seems to
have been unaware of Hardy, Eliot and other great writers.
Although he names many British authors in his writings, they are,
except for a few, passing references. Th: few are: George Bernard Shaw,
H.G. Wells, Oscar Wilde, John Galsworthy and Charles Dickens. These
writers all have in common a sense of social commitrnent--or lack: of it,
Wilde serving as a negative example. Shaw and Wells were both Fabians
and famous social reformers. Wells was also a great believer in the
powers of science to change society, a faith matching that of Chinese
intellectuals in the 1920's and 1930's. Dickens had a fascination with
"low life", which is something that always attracted Ma Dun in literature
(see above, pp. 27 and 35).
SHASfiL In a discussion on the relation between writer and ideology,
Mao Dun had this praise of George Bernard Shaw:
George Bernard Shaw, Hauptrnann and others all used their
qualifications as eminent writers to advocate socialism.
Since the declaration of the new tide of thouaht, there has not
been anyone in the vanguard who did not depend on writers!
I11I
枱 處 倡 缸 么 主 义 。 自 擎 叙 淛 约 室
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In botn his early and middle periods, Mao Dun wrote a number of
articles on Shaw: Xiao Bona 肖 侉 纳 [George Bernard Shaw];58 Xiao
Bona de jinzuo' 诗 伯 納 岣 、 ， 兄 乍 [Recent works of George Bernard
Shaw]:50 Xiao Bona you you xinzuo' [Yet
another new work by George Bernard Shaw];80 Xiao Bona lai you
Zhongguo' 淌 伪 轴 孝 跑 今 屈 [George Bernard Shaw tours
China], 1 and Guanyu Xiao Bone ‘ 毛 于 宵 伯 颂 [Concerning George
Bernard Shaw 8
Three Plays for Puritans is included in Mao Dun's programme for
the systematic introduction of Western literature. (Manifesto of the New
Tide of Fiction.)63 Apart from this, Mao Dun's interest in Shaw is
focused on one play, Mrs. Warren's Profession. He wrote two articles
on the play: Xiao Bona de Hualun furen zhi zhiye
it 2- J1K [Bernard Shaw's Mrs. Warren's
Profession ]6 and Hualun furen zhi zhiye
一，藝 [Mrs. Warren's Profession]66 It is also one of the plays he
discusses in An Opinion on the Systematic and Economical Introduction of
Western Literature, 6 but his comment here casts doubt upon his whole
understanding of Shaw. He says that Mrs. Warren's Profession is not
entirely suitable as a work to be introduced into China, because it is not
relevant to the Chinese situation—there would be very few cases of
Chinese mothers running brothels and sending their daughters to
university. He obviously misses the whole point of the play, which is a
satire on the double standards of English society, rather than the more
straightforward kind of social criticism Mao Dun was used to. Mao Dun
liked a very positivistic kind of realism—he took what the author said
literally, rejecting it if it did not conform with his perception of reality.
KG. WELLS: Mao Dun was interested in Weils during his (Mao Dun's)
early period. He wrote on Wells in the Haiwai wentan xiaoxicolumns of
March and April, 1921.7 He advocated and Peter as part of his
1920 programme for the introduction of Western literature into China; he
wrote an article on the Russian critics' reception of The Shape of
Things to Come,68 and two articles on Short History of the
World-. Huiershi de 'Renlei shiyao
[Wells' A Short History of Mankind and Zhengqiu Weiershi dazhu
'Renlei shiyao' de piping' I4—
批 [Seeking criticism on Wells' great work A Short History of
Mankind]?®
ilCKENS: Mao Dun seems to have had little knowledge of Dickens. He
discusses this writer in one article, Xiancheng de xiwang, 4“‘
[Immediate hope],7' comparing his involvement with the
masses with that of Gorky, but he admits his comments are based on those
of other critics, and he does not name any of Dickens' works. Considering
that English was Mao Dun's only foreign language, and that Dickens was
enormously popular in England and elsewhere, and, moreover, that Dickens
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showed concern for the working classes, it is surprising that Mao Dun was
not more interested in him. Some possible reasons are: 1) he found
Dickens' frequent l ongw i ndedness too much to bear--Dickens' descriptions
are generally very detailed and the plots, though not lacking in suspense,
do tend to ramble 2) Dickens' criticism of English society was certainly
as biting as that of any other writer, but it is generally in the form of
satire, interspersed with comic absurdity. Mao Dun, as we have noted
above, preferred realistic literature, with scientific, objective
descriptions and the message expressed frankly. His taste was for
serious, intense literature he did not like comedy and distrusted all
literary styles not open to a literal interpretation. To understand and
appreciate satire, it is necessary to have both a mastery of the language it
is written in and a deep knowledge of the society being criticised. The
vices Dickens condemns are universal, but the foibles of his characters are
often peculiar to the situation.
GALSWORTHY: Mao Dun includes Galsworthy's play Strife which is
about industrial relations, in his list of literature to be introduced into
China. Galsworthy is not a great English writer, yet as Charles Osborne
points out, he was interested in social issues (the pre-requisite to
approval by Mao Dun) and was strongly influenced by Turgenev, a favourite
of Mao Dun's 7
WILDE: Considering the fact that the amount of Western literature
introduced into China in the I920's and 30's was limited, Oscar Wilde was
given excessive attention in literary circles, it was not his plays that
aroused such interest, but his artistic views—for Chinese intellectuals,
he represented the art.for art's sake school. Indeed, it is in this context
that Mao Dun discussed him:
The English aesthete Wilde's work, The Decay of Lying, is
also something which cannot be introduced wholesale. It
cannot not be said that Wilde's view art is the highest






和 项 代 讀 种 柏 丘 。
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Mao Dun does appear to have had some knowledge of Wilde's Lady
Windemere, Fan, for in 1920 he advised against translating it into
Chinese suggesting instead William Vaughn Moody's play The Great
Divide, which he saw as being more relevant to the Chinese social
situation.74 His remarks in 1933 on Lady Windemere's Fan are not
disapproving he notes the changes in Chinese society and in the tastes of
theatre-goers, who now, he says, want to see serious plays and are
interested in mass literature, whereas ten years ago they would have
preferred something like Lady i99indenlere's, Fan.75
ERENCH
Although Mao Dun makes more reference to English literature thah to
French, it seems that he preferred the latter, as he often praises
nineteenth-centur French realist writers. George Decker's comment on
the French realist traditi )n helps us.understand why:
Against this background of English squeamishness and restraint
the works which French realists began to publish [after the
mid-nineteenth century] stood out as stark, daring, and
uncomDromisina
The main French writers he mentions are: Balzac, Flaubert, Maupassant.
France, Rousseau, Taine, Rolland, Hugo and Zola. The ones who had the
greatest influence on Mao Dun are probably Taine and France.
BALZAC: In 1922 Mao Dun was still enamoured of naturalism, and he
expresses admiration for Balzac as a naturalist writer:
Furthermore, Balzac, Flaubert and other pioneers of the
naturalist school paid attention to on-the-spot observation, thi
society they described they had at least had first-hand
experience of, the people they described were certainly actual





But much later, in 1934, he praises Balzac for his realism:
Balzac employed stunning artistic skill—stunning realist mode,
to reproduce the happy Touraine, with its towns and people,




紀 泫 □ ， 缺 叫 土 伦 … 色 錄 、 呼 ，
7I
区 欠 讲 丨 人 的 限 购 。
Here he is talking about Contes Dro.It Is difficult to say
whether Mao Dun had direct knowledge of any other work by Balzac.
Mao Dun Is overlavlsh with his praise. Balzac, despite the realism in
his works, was basically a writer of the romantic school, and while the
wealth of descriptive detail, the concrete and realistic settings, are
certainly a feature of Balzac's works, sometimes they are too much. L.
Cazamian comments:
Our attention is not usually on the externals of life to such an
extent unless some special moral or poetical significance is
in question; while the reason for Balzac's meticulousness is
anything but an overconscientious sense of duty to the object
described9
George Becker feels that Balzac's writing is sometimes marred by
authorial intrusion {Realism and Modern )80 But Mao Dun
does not discuss this in relation to Balzac or in any other context,
although the extent to which the author should disguise his work or have
an obvious voice, is one of the most important literary controversies in
the twentieth century (see Booth, The Rhetoric of Fiction). Mao
Dun's own works, although realist, are by no means objective in tone..
Balzac, of course, was a favourite writer of Karl Marx, (see pp)
so it is not surprising that Mao Dun, with his interest in Marxism, also
praises Balzac.
FLAUBERT: Despite the universal recognition of Flaubert as the first
great European realist writer, Mao Dun showed little interest in him after
about 1922. As noted above, he praised Flaubert and Balzac as pioneers of
naturalism. In discussing the importance of on-the-spot observation in
writing fiction, he says that Flaubert's Salammbo,... apart from
delving into ancient books too much, comes close to [realism] 福 樣
科 叙 兰 叹 夂 冷 夸 劣 古 穩 石 夕 丨 、 节 卫 舞 、 至
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FRANCE: In 'Wenxue piping' guanjian yi
仏 一 [A look at literary criticism],® Mao Dun takes Anatole
France's analogy of the dispute in aesthetics being like a never-ending
contest between two flautists, and applies it to literary criticism, noting,
however, that although the battle in literary criticism is never-ending,
there is progress being made.
In Wenxue yu rensheng' 4I [Literature and
mankind] he quotes from France's The Adventures of the Soul (part
of La Vie h'tteraire [1888-93]) 法 菌 法 如 士 … 说 ： 之
I…
The standard English translation, by A.W. Evans, was published in 1911 and
is probably the one used by Mao Dun). Mao Dun cites the: ame passage in
Wenxuejia de huanjing' [The writer's
environment], adding enthusiastically that France's observations on the
relation between life and literature have become almost an unalterable
principle 夭 多 乏 土 也 乂 .84
Mao Dun co-wrote with Zheng Zhen Duo a brief
biography of France, published in Xiandai shijie wenxuezhe luezhuan (1)
4) [Brief biographies of figures in
modern world literature (1 )]86 In An Opinion on the Systematic and
Economic Introduction of Western Literature87 Mao Dun briefly
introduces the life of Anatole France, adding that he was a staunch
advocate of socialism, a slightly misleading statement, for France's
interest in socialism, and involvement with the French Communist Party
did not begin until 1910 at the earliest, long after he wrote the works Mao
Dun knew him for.88 In this article he also names France, together with
Paul Bourget and Pierre Eoti as combining realism and sentimentalism, and
as being a pioneer of the new romanticism movement. He goes on to say:
France is no longer a realist, he stresses the ideal and the
intellect, and this is what stands out in his works. He likes to
use didactic material for. fiction, for example The Red Lily,
which is all a psychological study. So people call him a critic,
not an artist. But it should not be thought that he is without
artistic skill, his underlying idea is satirical and subjective, so
the works are good and the structure suffers a little. In my
view, France's finest works are Thaie (1890), and Le
revote des anges (1914). Of his short works I like Le
pro cur a teur de judee.
I
想 重 廷 智 巧 ， 化 菴 令 中 笑 汶 ± 乞 也
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tHiGQ: Mao Dun makes reference to only two of Victor Hugo's works:
Les Miserables and Cromwell. Calling Hugo a great master of the
Romantic School 沌 漫 服 丈 釔 he says that
description in Les Miserablesapproaches the spirit of on-the-spot
observation. He goes on to say that the hero of this work is an idealistic
character, while the background is based on factual description, and is
very vivid. 0 Les Miserables is about suffering and the evils of modern
society. It is not that Mao Dun sees romanticism as being compatible with
realism—he merely perceives Hugo's idealism as having a basis in reality.
In Langman de yu xieshi de 灰環叫一 1
[Romantic and realist], he clearly states that although romanticism is
influential, the objective need of the age is for realism, and that is
therefore the main literary current in modern China. 1 In 1931, outlining
the history of China's new literature, Mao Dun says that the theoretical
works of the New Youth School of the May 4th Movement—spokesmen for
the newly-risen Chinese bourgeoisie—are inferior to French romanticism
QO
of the 1830's, and to Hugo's declaration in Cromwell in particular.
The preface to Cromwell is an essay on romantic drama. Hugo divides
literary history into thne stages (lyric, epic and drama). As this does not
correspond with Mao Dun's or with the Marxist concept of literary history,
it was probably Hugo's principles of modern drama that attracted Mao Dun.
Moreover, in this article Hugo seems to be used mainly as a weapon by Mao
Dun in his criticism of the new youth movement for its lack of theoretical
works of substance.
MAUPASSANT: Mao Dun included two novels by Guy de Maupassant,
Une vie and Pierre et Jean in his 1920 list of works tc be introduced
to China. In contrast to Hugo, Maupassant was careful to keep idealism
out of his works, preferring to investigate the darker side of life. In
Ziranzhuyi yu Zhongguo xiandai xiaoshuo he says that Une apart
from being about heredity, describes the environmental forces controlling
the individual 灯 配 个 人 Later, of course, Mao Dun was to
reject the deterministic outlook, but its shadow never quite left him—in
the essays of his middle period, when he says that both the positive and
the negative should be included in literature (see pp.88- 89) he gives the
impression that he thinks the negative generally outweighs the positive.
On Maupassant in general, Mao Dun praises him for his realism:
. most of the characters in Maupassant's works are real
34 II 94
However Mao Dun overlooks what Maupassant sacrifices for
realism—interest, in George Becker's opinion.and sensibility in L.
Cazamian's°5
- TAINE; Hippolyte Taine played an important part in the development of a
sociological theory of literature—his theories foreshadowed Marxist
criticism in that they directed attention away from imagination,
individual genius and other romantic concepts, and onto (relatively)
uncontrollable forces (race, epoch and milieu). Taine's influence was not
urifelt in China. In A Look at 'Literary Criticism' Mao Dun describes Taine
as a scientific critic, which is true—Taine's views formed part of a
general trend in thought which induced the rise of positivism in literary
criticism. 1°By 1931, in 'Minzuzhuyi wenyi' de xianxing'
[National Art and Literature exposed], a
criticism of the Kuomintang's National Art and Literature Manifesto, Mao
Dun has re-thought his views on Taine. In this article he discusses how
Taine's theory of race, environment and epoch (in the introduction to
History of English Literature) has been distorted by the Kuomintang.
He says that I aine's theory has mistake; 有 钱 误 and, since the
advent of Marxism, has been thoroughly refuted IV
月
Yet Mao Dun obviously does not see it as being completely
valueless, as he defends it against the National Art and Literature
Manifesto, especially the interpretation of the significance of race in the
production of literature—Mao Dun refutes the Manifesto's claim that
according to Taine, race is the most important factor.97
ROUSSFAU: In What is the Responsibility of Today's Men of Letters
Mao Dun says that Jean-Jacques Rousseau's Nouvelle Heoise and
Emile mark the beginning of the new ideological trend of individualism in
the eiohteenth century98 He also sees these two works as a successful
combination of literary skill and ideology.9 Although he abandoned the
cause of individualism early in his career, the question of a work being'
both ideologically sound and of high artistic quality became very
important to Mao Dun (see pp.96- 98).
ROL.I AND: Mao Dun also regards the works of Remain Holland as based
on both philosophy and literary strength (see below, p. 36). In On
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Proletarian Art he says that Rolland founded the mass literature and art
movement, although, he says, originally Rol land's mass literature and art
was only the Utopian ideology of the propertied class intelligentsia.100
Certainly Rolland was interested in the idea of mass literature and art (as
opposed to literature about and for the aristocracy) but he cannot be said
to have actually founded the movement, and anyway populism in Western
Europe was short-lived and not very successful. 101 In To Those with the
Will to Study Literature Mao Dun speaks of literature expressing the
feelings and characteristics of a people and creating international
understanding, saying that this is what Rolland and certain other writers
yearn f or. 102 1 n 1937, i n Still Realism, Mao Dun says that duri ng the 1st
World War in Europe, in the midst of all the propaganda, it was
clear-headed Romain Rolland who severely reproached both sides as evi:
forces destroying civilization. (He is no doubt referring to Au-o'essus
de 13 rriel6'e 0 915).103
In his essay on optimistic literature, speaking against pessimistic,
deterministic views (and their expression in literature), Mao Dun says that
Rol land i n L IIu/I:
Exposes the funny contradictions in modern man's
behaviour, and at the same time confirms tnat man has oreat
ability, power over fate is in man's own hands, if man himself
wants defeat, naturally there is no way to stop him, but if he
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Z01 A: The somewhat controversial naturalist writer Emile Zola also
attracted Mao Dun's attention. Mao Dun does not seem to have been a great
admirer of Zola, although his disapproval is only strongly expressed in his
later essays. In his list of Western works to be introduced into China, Mao
Dun includes Zola's La Debacle, Joy of Life and Lallaque des
In the same article he says of La Debacle':.... Zola's work only describes
the horror of war, whereas Tolstoy's[ War and Peace} discusses why
there is war
1…
In Naturalism and Chinese Fiction he compares Zola's naturalism with
modern Chinese literature, criticising the latter:
Zola and others advocated describing what is observed of
reality, the brothers Goncourt and others advocated describing
impressions which have passed through subjective
consciousness and then reflected; the former is a pure
objective attitude, the latter adds subjectivity. What we are
saying is that naturalism means the former. In description
like Zola's, the greatest advantage is authenticity and detail.
An action can be described analytically, meticulous and
compact, with not one thing contrary to reason. This is just
the opposite of the style of description in Chinese fiction
mentioned above.10®
十 二 拉 等 乂 免 朱 抚 听 叹 架 合 兮 授 笑 豸 各
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一 ’ 个 对 作 ） 可 ， 、 、 入 ’ 万 冬 斤 ” 热 写 比 每 、
7”‘141
X.
画 况 仅 小 说 叫 楛 写 法 亙 相
反 对 。 ，
In the same article he described Zola's les Rougon-Macquart series of
novels as a monumental wort
using the theory of evolution.
In On Proletarian Art he says:
The originator of naturalism, the Frenchman Zola, wrote the
huge work Labour, which is clearly the bible of
description of proletarian life. But at this time no-one has yet
given a name to this literature and art so obviously different
from that of the past—a slogan convenient as a rally cry.10'
II…
1 .4 1
产 級 土 括 描 ？ ， 逄 书 。 、 可 是 少 、
1 I
This opinion, if over-enthusiastic, is not false, but is rather
one-sided—the qualities Mao Dun lists as Zola's strong points are also his
faults. But in 1922 he argued that Zolaism should be distinguished from
naturalism and realism (he did not distinguish between these two terms
until later). In the same article he expressed disapproval of Zola's
.. bias towards'seeing only the bestial in people ， , 专 右 一 人 闷 看
108 ypj3 is an opinion shared by most
Western critics.
AMERICAN
As 6eorge Becker points out, realism reached America after the
movement was already over in Europe—in fact, realism in the twentieth
century is mostly American. It is perhaps due to this time-lag that
Mao Dun seems to have known much less about American literature than
about the literature of Britain and various European countries, although
the proletarian novelists of the !920's and 1930's, who saw man as a
victim of capitalism, would surely have appealed to him J The
American writer he showed most interest in—limited though this was
was Upton Sinclair.
In 1925 Mao Dun named Sinclair, among others, as a proletarian
writer comparable with Soviet writers.1! 1 His interest in Sinclair lasted
well beyond his early period, as indicated by his article Xinkelai liushi
shengchen I [Sinclair's sixtieth
birthday].'
In the early 1920's Mao Dun wrote a couple of articles on Walt
Whitman: Huiteman zai Faguo' I I [Whitman in
France],' and 'Huiteman kaoju' de jinzuo I
台 勺 . 近 作 [The latest in Whitman studies].' And in Xin jiu
wenxue pingyi zhi pingyi 101
[Criticism of old and new literary criticism] in which he says that new
literature is progressive literature, and therefore timeless, he says of
Whitman: It is a hundred years since the birth of Whitman, and his
literature is still very new.' ’I…
他 岣 乏 驽 伤 里 极 斩 的 。
During the war against Japan, one of the issues Mao Dun concentrated
on in his writings was the degree and style of realism, the problem of
truth and propaganda. F r a while he was very interested in reportage
and he speaks favourably of American reportage works
—John Reed's Ten Days that Shook the; John Dos Passos' In
All Countries; and John L. Spivak's A Letter to President Roosevelt.115
GERMAN
The German realist school is generally considered to be inferior to
those of other European nations. This is perhaps because nineteenth-
century German literature was dominated by romanticism and nationalism
to a greater extent than the literature of other countries.11 Apart from
Marx, Mao Dun shows little interest in German literature or philosophy.
He does, however, seem to have known something about Hauptmann. In
June, 1922 he wrote two articles about Hauptmann: Huopudeman zhuan
、 覆 考 種 、 管 、 传 [A biography of Hauptmann] and Huopudeman de
ziranzhuyi zuopin' 褒 德 曼 会 乾 支
作 ： [Hauptmann's naturalist works]..1in his list of
Western works to be introduced into China, Mao Dun recommended
Hauptmann's The Weavers and Drayman Henschet
Mao Dun seems to have been unaware of Thomas Mann, the writer
praised by Georg Lukacs as being the greatest modern realist.
SUMMARY
in the critical essays of his middle period (1928 to 1942), Mao Dun
warned against over-pessimistic literature (see pp. 88-89). However, as
we can see, he was attracted to just this kind of literature. One
criticism levelled at realist writers is that they concentrate only on the
dark, sordid side of life (hence-the term critical realist). Mao Dun falls
into this category.
Deeply committed to exposing the evils of society and bringing about
change, he found a counterpart to his views in nineteenth century critical
realist literature. It cannot be said that this literature caused MaoDur
to have such strong feelings, for they already existed—his father was a
liberal, and since his schooldays Mao Dun had been more than sympathetic
towards calls for social change. However it is likely that his reading of
Western literature confirmed his ideas, gave him some ideas about the
course of social reform, and most of all, served as an example of the roie
literature could play.
As noted above, Mao Dun's reading of Western literature was not
balanced. He sometimes overlooks the major works of an author (for
example, he mentions only Balzac's Contes dro fatigues),and is ignorant
of many important writers while praising lesser ones (for example, his
praise of Galsworthy and Wells and neglect of Thackerey, Eliot, and other
major nineteenth century English writers). He was most attracted to
Russian literature. Apart, from references (noted above) to specific
Russian authors and works, Mao Dun consistently praises Russian
literature, first nineteenth-century realism and later Soviet revolutionary
literature. The fact that Russian realism is different from other European
realism (see above, pp. 24-27) suggests that Mao Dun's preference for
Russian writers is more than coincidental—perhaps there is something in
Russian literature which Chinese literature is closer to than to the
literature of other European countries. This difference would lie in
content rather than in form—the deeply-felt patriotism of Russian
writers for instance, or, as Auerbach suggested, their basic adherence to
patriarchal values.' As well as the ones listed above, Mao Dun mentions
many other Russian writers, especially Soviet ones, in his writings, but
there is nothing to indicate that Mao Dun knew anything more about them
besides the fact that they were revolutionary andor realist writers.
Moreover, these writers are mostly minor writers, and some have been
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already. This verifies that it was Russian critical real ism that appealed
to Mao Dun.and that he was not interested in Russian literature merely
because Russia had a communist revolution.
Below we will look at what Mao Dun's stand was on the various
particular issues related to realism, and how he succeeded in making a
compromise between realism and socialism.
3. EiEALJtU±liiXSilAMILREELELCJIl£hl
Mao Dun Is known as a Marxist critic. This implies that his views on
literature conform with the mainstream of Chinese Marxist literary-
theory, and indeed, Marxist literary theory in general. However, this is
not so. Before Mao Zedong's Talk at the Yen'an Forum on Literature and
Art effectively ended dissent among revolutionary writers, artists and
critics, Mao Dun's thought, while strongly affected by Marxist philosophy,
was also still firmly embedded in realis thinking. To examine this more
closely, we need first to look at the relation between critical realist and
Marxist views of literature and to see what Mao Dun took from each of
these two approaches to literature in forming his own opinions.
As we have seen above (pp. 14-17), realism is a mode of literary
«
expression dominated by the concern for accurately representing objective
reality. The popularity of realism in the nineteenth century was closely
linked with the growth of scientific knowledge.1 This enthusiasm of
writers for science is both the strength and the weakness of realist
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literary works. Now, a hundred years later, most of the scientific
assumptions held by the realists are out-of-date, and our conception of
reality is much broader and relatively more complex. We are no longer si
awed by-scientific knowledge, are less trusting of external reality, and
have formulated theories of psychology, symbolism, relativism,




As is often pointed out, the development of realism was also closely
linked with the rise of the bourgeoisie. It retained t ormanticism's
interest in low life (changing the picturesque to objective pictu, es) and
criticised the very society which produced it.2 But many writers felt
distaste for bourgeois values, and the (scientific) determinism which
pervaded so many works meant that realism could develop no further.3
Naturalism was one direction in which literature went. The various
modernist schools (futurism, symbolism, surrealism, etc.) constituted
another. A third course was Marxism.
Basically, there are two possible motivations f o- a writer to employ
realism: the aesthetic, Aristotelian idea that accurate imitation is
attractive, and the sociological view, defying the belletristic attitude of
the past, that literature should reveal society as it is. The pioneers of
realism found room for both attitudes in their works, but later there was a
division over this issue, with naturalism taking the former line, accuracy
and comprehensiveness of imitation of reality overriding all other
considerations, and socialist realism the latter, with the desire to
improve society dominating. Only works which balance the two can be
called realist.4
As George Becker points out, the realists, in rejecting traditional
literary values and subscribing to the new trends in philosophy and
science, could not help falling into a new rut—that of determinism and
scientific positivism. Naturalism arose following the publication of
Darwin's The Origin of Species in 1859, and the writer who accepted
Darwin's theory found himself becoming a passive observer. Becker
describes naturalism as pessimistic materialistic determinism In its
extreme form naturalism is a literary dead-end.
The other main alternative to realism was Marxism. Marxist critics
have just the opposite outlook to the naturalists in their thinking.
Socialist realist literature, the form that grew out of Marxism, is
basically tendentious. Ti e author cannot be a mere passive observer, but
must reveal the true nature of society (class struggle, economics) and
point to the historically necessary communist future.®
There are two fundamental points which can he made about Marxism:
it is holistic—phenomena are never seen in isolation; and it is based on
the idea that matter determines thought.9 Society is looked at in terms of
a base—the economic structure of society—and a superstructure, or the
social system and ideology, including religion, politics and art. Literature
is part of the superstructure. 9
Marxists use the dialectical method. As Fokkema and Kunne-lbsch
say:
Marx and Engels applied the dialectical principle mainly to
. the sphere of social development. They believed that the class
struggle between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat would
lead inevitably to the overthrow of capitalism, thus promoting
the cause of social progress.''
However it is important to note that Marxism does not subscribe entirely
to determinism. Marxists maintain that human will affects social life and
development—that, is, they believe in historical materialism (rather than
dialectical materialism).
Marxist literary criticism examines the dialectical unity between the
three (or more) elements which together comprise form: the tradition of
literary forms; ideological structures; and the relation between the author
and thp rparlpr' 3
Marx's literary judgement was based on three things: 1) economic
determinism—whether the work represents advanced or backward trends
in the economic base; 2) verisimilitude (which conformed with
nineteenth-century literary thought); 3) his own taste (which included
Aeschylus, Shakespeare and Goethe).' Marx and Engels did not actually
write a treatise on literature, which gives rise to a lot of confusion and
controversy when it comes to defining a Marxist theory of literature.
However, a number of general principles can be picked out. George
Bisztray sums these up as follows: Marx and Engels believed that we
cannot separate internal and externa! reality. Writers should present a
complex picture of life, but not an abstract one. Marx and Engels saw
literature as a reflection of the consciousness of the age, and as appealing
to the reader's consciousness—literature is not just the reflection of
socio-economic facts. They objected to mystifying reality. The writer's
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political views should .he hidden not overtly expressed in the work.
Characters should be real individuals, not abstractions. 15
William Wimsatt and Cleanth Brooks, who are extremely critical of
Marxist literature and criticism, list the promrinant features of Marxism
as:
{ 1) an emphasis on class propaganda and revolutionary
didacticism and on the ideological specifications of the total
state (2) a corresponding emphasis on the deterministic
origins of art--the economic and social status (proletarian,
bourgeois., pseudo-bourgeois, or aristocratic) of artists and
artisans in various, past eras. 16
Their criticism becomes harsher:
Seen as a demand on the character of literature itself,,
Marxist criticism prescribes the broad picture of social
reality, the novel of sound views, the social document, the
party-line mimesis, the blue-print for social planning. And it
equally proscribes the lyric cry, the personal relation, the
individually intricate symbol, the detachment of contemplation,
and any engagement that either bypasses or transcends the
total i tari'an social responsibility. I t does not believe in the
work of art. 17
Realism was also interested in exposing the evils of capitalist
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society, but socialist realism took this much further. This is because
Marxists reject everything about traditional Western society and see its
evils (such as poverty, exploitation of the workers) as merely symptoms
of its complete rottenness. Realists often adhered to basic traditional
values, and restricted their criticism to the distortion or neglect of these
values. Realists of this type are sometimes referred to as critical
realists. George Becker points out that this term describes an attitude
rather than a style of literature:
It designates not the full orthodoxy of dogma that [socialist
realism] would desire but an approach to representation of life
which is awar e----sornetimc s subconsciously, it is suggested-
of the puerile inadequacy of romantic depiction and of the
underlying movement of social forces which it is the obligation
of the socialist realist to bring out. 18
So we can distinguish socialist realism and critical real ism. Critical
realism exposes bourgeois society, whereas the socialist realist is not
content to describe life as it actually is---he wants to point out the
direction it is taking, and that is inevitably towards communism. l9 Georg
Lukacs' definition of socialist realism was a very subtle one, based on his
appreciation of critical realism:
Under realism we understand the truthful representation in
literature of the essential features of reality. From the point
of view of content it means that the really essential features
are grasped and represented. From the point of view of form it
means that these features are depicted in the shape of living
people, of people irradiating genuine life, it means that the
intrinsic destinies of human life are fully embodied in
individual characters and their individual destinies. w
These three modes of literature—realism, naturalism, and socialist
realism—are quite closely related. Naturalism and socialist realism are
irreconcilable, hut both have their origins in realism (see above, pp.
69-70). They are both developments of the basic realist mode, but also
existed alongside of realism.
Rene Wellek and Austin Warren observe that realism and naturalism
are not contradictory:
Realism and naturalism, whether in the drama or the novel, are
literary or literary-philosophical movements, conventions,
styles, like romanticism or surrealism. The distinction is not
between reality and illusion, but between differing conceptions
of reality, between differing modes of illusion.'-
Lukacs links realism with the bourgeoisie-~he sees it as progressive,
with a totalising perspective, whereas naturalism reflects the
establishment and rationalization of capitalism. He makes a contrast
between the dynamic and developmental perspective of realist writers
with the static and sensational outlook of the naturalists (for example,
Zola)22
Realism and naturalism are variations of the same aesthetic
orientation, and realism and socialist realism too have much in common.
Harry Levin says that because literature itself is an institution, within its
own sphere of experience, sociological and aesthetic considerations are
not mutually exclusive—art can belong to society and yet be autonomous
within its own limits.23 But naturalism and socialist realism are
diametrically opposed.
The realist and the Marxist outlooks on literature are actually
concerned with almost exactly the same issues, and often reach very
similar conclusions. Of course, Marxist literary theory is only one aspect
of a very complex and tightly structured economic, historical and
sociological theory, and is therefore inextricably tied to Marxist thought
as a whole, whereas the i elation between literary realism and philosophy
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is much looser and less well defined. But where the conclusions of these
two schools of thought do not agree, it is often more a question of
difference of emphasis rather than difference of view, or of quantitative
rather than qualitative discrepancies.
There are at least three possible interpretations of the meaning and
significance of literature. According to Harold Osborne, these three
possible interpretations, or interests, are: l) the "pragmatic interest",
art as a tool for education or for the expression of feelings, for religious
or moral teaching, as "an instrument for the vicarious expansion of
experience", or as manufacture 2) the reflection interest, naturalistic
theories of art, which include realism (reflection of the actual),
idealism C eflection of the ideal), and fiction (reflection of imaginative
actuality or the unachievable ideal) and 3) the aesthetic interest, art
as "autonomous creation or as organic unity".24 Briefly, the realist
approach is, based on the second interest, the reflection interest, but is
also concerned with the pragmatic interest and is not without interest in
aesthetic considerations. M carxists are primarily concerned with the first
interest, the pragmatic, but enlist reflection in their cause, and also have
something to say on aestt etics.
A look at M.H. Abrams famous four co-ordinates of art criticism can
also help clarify the stance taken by realist and Marxist writers and
critics. Abrams discerns four elements in literary theory which he




Realists explain the literary work by relating it to the universe, Marxists
are interested in the relation between the work and the universe (or the
artist and the universe), the work and the writer, and the work and the
audience. Both the realist and trie Marxist theories of literature are not
interested in examining the work in isolation. But, paradoxically, the
work is still central—both sides recognize the unique contribution of art
in reflecting or commenting upon the world and human society.
A simpler approach to this problem, but one which highlights a basic
issue in the creation and criticism of literature, is that there are two
extremes, two poles between which every work of literature lies. These
two poles are, in Wayne Booth's words, realism and pure poetry. That is,
what is expressed on the one hand and the expression of it on the other, or
more simply, content and form. 6
The dichotomy of form and content has been argued about since the
beginning of literary criticism, not only in the Western tradition but in the
Chinese as well- this is a central issue in Confucius' comments on
literature. (See, for examples, Zow Yu (the Analects), sections I,
III, XV, XVI and XVII.) Moreover, these two poles are not confined to
literature: subject and object, base and superstructure, mind and matter,
art and life, aesthetics and science, also express the same bualtiy.
Employing such broad terms as form and content may lead to
danqerous Generalizations. We should remember however that they are not
actual states but poles, extremes which can never be reached but towards
which a writer (and his work) can tend. Obviously, a work can never be
entirely form or entirely content. What a writer do is decide which
is more important to him. The decision Mao Dun made determined the
stance he took in his critical writings.
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The question of form and content is basic to both the realist and the
Marxist theory of literature.. Romanticism can be seen as a reaction to
the restrictions of classicism, realism in turn can be seen as a reaction
against romanticism--it advocated looking at reality rather than dwelling
on the writer's feelings it wanted a direct reflection of the world, not an
artificial composition or an exploration of the writer's imagination.
Marx and Engels were active during the golden age of literary realism,
and their opinions on literature should be seen in that light. They admired
much of contemporary literature, and formulated their own views on what
literature should be like according to what they liked or approved of in the
literature of their day. For instance, in'. 554 Marx spoke admiringly of
English literature pointing to:
The present splendid brotherhood of diction writers in England,
whose graphic and eloquent pages have issued to the world
more political and social truth) than have been uttered by all
the professional politicians, publicists and moralists
put together, have described every section of the middle
class ...27
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He named Dickens, Thackeray, Miss Bronte and C lrs. Gaskell.
And Engels, writing to Laura Lafargue in 1883, said on his reading of
Balzac:
T ere is the history of France from 1815 to 1848.. far more
than in all the Valulabelles, Capefigues, Louis Blancs ct CuttI
qu8nti [a] l the rest of them]. And what boldness! What a
revolutionary dialect in his poetical justice!28
Balzac, of course was a favourite writer of Karl Marx, who apparently
planned (though never wrote) a book on Balzac.
Because the Marxist theory of literature is entrenched in
nineteenth-cer turfy European literary tastes, realism is given a
disproportionately high rating in Marxist criticism--it is, in fact,
regarded as tie correct mode of literary expression. In China, too,
real ism quickly gained a strong foot--hold. First, it was seen as an
alternative to traditional Chinese literature, which wvas associated with
China's "backwardness". Second, i was the sty e approved of by Marxism,
which gained steadily in popularity from the late 1920's.
in this general literary climate it would have been very difficult for
Mao Dun to go against realism. Moreover, as we have seen above (pp. 21;
65-67), his own tastes played an important part. Like those of Marx and
Engels, they were based on nineteenth-century critical realist literature.
In his critical writings Mao Dun always expresses a moderate point of
view. His criticism includes discussions on such subjects as what writers
should reflect in their works, the relative merits of style and politics in
literature, the importance of objectivity and closeness to real life, and
characterization and the background of literary works. In his literary
criticism he sometimes appears more like a realist, sometimes more like
a Marxist. But basically, he was a realist, with Marxist political
affiliation superimposed.
A basic issue in orthodox Marxist literary criticism is that of
reflectionism. and whether it is enough for literature to merely reflect, or
should it point the way too.
As Bisztray reminds us, prescriptive, didactic literature is not alien
to the Western literary tradition,- nor, it can be added, to the Chinese
tradition. 11 is nothing new or unusual to have literature with a
message, or which qives a hint as to how society should develop.
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Harry Levin points out that literary works tend not to be perfectly neutral
in tone, but to focus on either the bright or the gloomy:... to show either
a wishful or else an anxious tendency, to emphasize the aspirations or the
revulsion of its epoch, to produce an idyll or a satire. 30 As we have
already noted, the nineteenth-century realists tended to look on the dark
side of things, so much so that it was almost as if they believed that a
work wasn't realistic: unless it were full of darkness and suffering. But
this criticism and gloominessis a problem for Marxists. Is literature
supposed to expose the evils of bourgeois capitalist society or should it
show that there is hope for society with the demise of capitalism and the
rise of socialism?
As Terry Eagleton points out, there i $CJs been much discussion over
what kind of mirror literature should be (although Marx himself never
actually used the term. ref lectionism).31 Engels believed that literature
is not just a passive reflection of the economic base--there is not a
mechanical relationship between the base.. and the superstructure.32 The
materialist theory of history recognizes that while art alone cannot alter
history, it can play an active role in bringing about change.33
.This is in fact one of the most fiercely debated issues in Marxist
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literary theory. Basically, there are two schools of thought. Bisztray
names Lukacs as a representative of what we may call the moderate
school, and Gorky as a typical hardliner. Lukacs believed that socialist
realism, should be primarily realism. For him, realism is the expression
of the totality of life. The writer is committed only to himself, not to
any social or political cause. Lukacs did not believe in false happy
solutions, in the downplay of the hero and consciousness, or in
simplification. For Gorky, on the other hand, socialist realism is
primarily socialism. Totality is not so important. -For him, commitment
is what matters-- literature should inspire social and moral commitment.
To achieve this, he advocated synthesizing romanticism and realism in
socialist realism. In Marxist terminology, he distinguished between
bourgeois and socialist realism.34
As we have noted above, the term socialist realism was first used by
Zhdanov in 1934. Based on a fundamentalist interpretation of Marxism, it
meant tendentious literature, describing the present but showing the
trends of the future.35
The declaration made at the First All-Union Congress of Soviet Writers in
1934 defines socialist realism as follows:
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Socialist realism is the basic method of Soviet literature and
literary criticism. I t demands of the artist the truthful,
historically concrete representation of reality in its
revolutionary development. Moreover, the truthfulness and
historical concreteness of the artistic representation of
reality must be linked with the task of ideological
transformation and education in the spirit of socialism.36
The repression of literary creativity under ='ro/etkul' (a group of
writers promulgating proletarian culture) and Stalin in Russia, and during
the Cultural Revolution in China, is due to an extremist interpretation of
this doctrine of socialist realism. The opinion of Engels himself is far
removed from this position:
I am not at all an opponent of tendentious writing
[Tenderizpoesfe I as such.... i3ut I believe the tender icy must
spring forth from the situation and the action itself, without
explicit attention called to it thee writer is not obliged to offer
to the reader the future historical solution of the social
conflicts he depicts.37
V. I. Lenin and Georg Luk: cs, without going along the pat[i of
extremism, both maintained that true knowledge consists of seeing
through to the sate gor`' i cal s ructures which underlie surface
sense-Impressions, and that therefore consciousness needs to be active-
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literature should not be exactly like a mirror and merely le a}4/ve/
reflect life.38
Lukacs said that it is necessary to see the positive possibilities
beyond present reality.39 He designated as realist art that which portrays
the rich and complex wholeness and opposes the fragmentation and
alienation of societ .40 In Realism in the Balance Lukacs said that y it is
important that a writer present reality as it truly is, not just surface
manifestations. i n other words, it is a question of totality--the correct
dialectical unity of appearance and essence must be understood.41
Lukacs said the realist writer must 1) discover the relationships
underlying objective reality and express them artistically, and 2) conceal
the relationships with art--that is, tral sacend the process of
abstraction, thereby creasing a new, artistically mediated immediacy.42
He went on to express his opinion that there is a quick succession of
modernist schools because they only represent surface reality, which
changes.43
Leon Trotsky claimed that art is not a reflection but a deflection of
reality, a changing and a transformation of reality, in accordance with the
peculiar laws of art. Pierre Machery went yet another .tep further and
demanded that art deform reality, otherwise it is not an image, while
Bertolt Brecht advocated alienation 44 These three interpretations,
especially the latter two, rather radical ones, were not considered by Mao
Dun.
Writing in 1938, Mao Dun gave no indication that he was expecting
imminent global communism: his concern was with consolidating Chinese
cultural life and helping Chinese society. But although he is by no means
guilty of the excesses of the fundamentalist Marxist critics (such as
Zhdanov and Gorky) he still expresses a basically Marxist attitude towards
reflectionism and the power—and responsibility—of literature to change
society. With this in rnind, he said that the most important thing is to
depict people 写 人 He went on:
Although people advance according to the impetus of the times,
they are certainly not merely mechanically moved; people also
move the times and make them advance even quicker; people's
actions are subject to the limitations of the environment, and
people's subjective efforts can.also alter the environment.
People are protagonists on the stage of the times, depicting
how people struggle in the times, is reflecting the times. We
should, from the actions of every kind of person, express the
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So we can see that Mao Dun's line in this issue, as in so many others,
was a very moderate one, similar to that of Engels, Lenin and Lukacs. The
views of Gorky, Zhdanov and other prominent figures in the Soviet literary
scene betrayed a crude, simplistic interpretation of Marxism. Mao Dun
however, seems to have rejected this fundamentalist approach, although it
is debatable whether this was due to political sophistication or literary
taste.
Mao Dun, too is concerned about overly pessimistic works. He warns
writers:
The ugly is not easy to depict, because if one is not careful
it will turn out that there are only things with a negative
function, so that is... not writing satisfactorily.'4®
1@I
更旬:了 7)
所 以 … 写 为 衾 。
But he stresses the importance of including the negative side of life in
literary works. He explains: Literature is always a struggle. The
educational function is not only to show which people have a future, but
which have not. In reality, those with no future need help. For as long as
the ugty exists, we cannot not an..,- mature must re„ect this.
Negative mings are a part of reality, and should not be avoided—in
including the negative, a writer is not necessarily being pessimistic, but
AO
only more deeply penetrating reality.
So we can see that on the question of the. negative and the positive in
literature, Mao Dun's views correspond exactly with those of Georg Lukacs
and the moderate school of Marxist literary theory, and have little in
common with Gorky's style of fundamentalist Marxism. Except for his
qualification that writers should not fall into the trap of showing only
the negative side, there is nothing particularly Marxist about Mao Dun's
views here; they are basically realist.
Although he takes a rather liberal stance in the question of what type
of reality writers should write about, Mao Dun is not without suggestions
as to subject matter. He said that the reality writers must express is the
three kinds of struggle of the Chinese people (resisting the enemy,
struggling with backward elements and eliminating die-hard bad
elements) and their inevitable victory.49 This advice is not as rigid as it-
appears. Like any good critical realist, Mao Dun believed that a writer
should be involved in society, that the writer has a responsibility to work
towards the improvement of society. Until at least 1949, that is, for a
large part of Mao Dun's life and literary career, China was faced with
overwhelming problems—economic hardship, social turmoil and, worst of•
all, the Japanese invasion. But Mao Dun was very patriotic and believed
that these problems would be overcome. Therefore his comments about
the writer's duty to express the problems of Chinese society and hope for
their solution, are the opinion of a rather optimistic, but basically realist,
patriot.
As well as the theory of reflectionism, Mao Dun was interested in
how literature could reflect reality. It has been generally recognized,
thoughout literary history, that literature cannot reflect everything- it
must be a selective mirror. There have, of course, been numerous
attempts to express reality in its entirety, without any intervention or
selection, but these works have been at best cleverly concealed artefacts,
at worst unsuccessful as works of art.
Both realist and Marxist critics, besides realizing the impossibility
of presenting reality whole, without any point of view, went one step
futher and demanded involvement on the part of the author. Although
realism was supposed to be the prime consideration, both schools wanted
to say something through literature, to criticise society. For this reason,
both the realists and the Marxists rejected naturalism. As George Becker
points out, naturalism was often criticised for being too selective, for
only portraying the low, the gloomy and the average.50 Marxists, too,
are strict about this, and demand that writers penetrate surface
Dhenornena to reveal underlvina causes.
Mao Dun is no exception—he demands a focal point in the literary
work:
Only, all social reality has its focal point. The national
symptoms are manifold, and thus there cannot be only one or X
two root causes. If the mission of literature and art is
confined to duplicating reality, copying reality, then,
enumerating the symptoms and not making a diagnosis, can
after all be regarded as a venal case; otherwise, pointing out
root causes, and moreover rectifying a nation's
consciousness towards these root causes, promotes the
nation's resolution towards eradicating the root causes, and
that is absolutely essential.
X 4, 1
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Mao Dun saw that this process of selection was carried out by thought:
The help of Mr. Intellect to a writer, is to sort out and
analyse the writer's rich life experience, pointing out a clear
strainht mart tn rroatinnH2
“ 理 智 先 生 ” 对 于 一 位 作 家
帮 助 ， 倒 是 整 理 分 析 作 家 的
丰 富 的 生 活 经 验 ， 指 示
一 条 创 作 大 路 ！
He did not elaborate on this, but obviously meant that the author's
thought selected from and arranged the mass of sense-impressions the
author experienced, so that reality could be presented in accordance with
the author's impression or interpretation of it.
Francisque Sarcey, a contemporary of Taine, said that drama is the
sum of human conventions, giving the illusion of truth, rather than the'
representation of life. Harry Levin says that there is a need for a
go-between between the complexities of life and the limited form of art,
and this medium is symbols:
A symbol is more or less adequate to a given situation, In a
dynamic society, where the situation is always changing,
symbols quickly lose their meaning, and artists are thrown
back on literal details, in a static society, where artistic
convention is stabilized by sodal convention, art. tends to be
symbolic rather than realistic.54
Like most Marxists, Mao Dun was very suspicious of symbolism and
his comments on traditional Chinese literature concur with Levin's views
on art in a static society; but he oviousiy did not seriously believe that
reality could be presented wholesale in a work of art. in his call for
organizing thought, for typical characters (see pp.! 10-1 i 1) and
meaningful situations (see p. 97) he is basically recognizing, like Levin,
the need to apply judgement and art in the presentation of reality.
I think that exaggeration is also necessary, because works
of art exaggerating a little under the principle of not distorting
reality, is the reason why art is art.. 55
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From the beginning, Western fiction, in sharp contrast with other forms,
has aimed primarily for truth, for authenticity. But in setting out to
95
reproduce reality, fiction writers have had to fabricate even more than
poets and classical dramatists have had to. This is the, paradoxical nature
of fiction. As Picasso says: Art is a lie that makes us realize truth"56
Traditional Chinese fiction did not have "truth" as its prime consideration,
so cannot be judged in this light. Mao Dun, however, had a decided
preference for Western-style fiction, and deny anded that all literature
take, pains to seem real. And like Western writers and critics he,
recognizes the need for art in order for a work to be realistic.
4 MAO DUN'S STANCE ON SOME TOPICS OF RFAI ISM ANn MARXISM
We have looked at the similarities and differences between realist
and Marxist views on literature, and we have seen that in the central
Marxist issue of reflectionism, Mao Dun had a realist orientation. In this
chapter we will examine his stance on several more topics which, while of
interest to Marxists, are concerned with realism.
A much debated issue in Marxist literary theory, and one that Mao Dun
was interested in, was that of quality. Critics of Marxist literature
maintain that in giving literature to the masses and filling it with
political consciousness, the literature is destroyed. This criticism is not
always true, but unfortunately often is. Writers and critics whose
interpretation of Marxism is extremely simplistic and literal, believe that
any consideration of style or quality is bourgeois. Thus we have the
excesses of Zhdanov's regime and of the Cultural Revolution in China.
In 2hi de tigao yu tongsu 5 [Raising
quality and popularization] Mao Dun observes that popular appeal and
quality are not mutually exclusive, but two sides of the one coin.1 This
view is a most moderate one. It is much more tolerant than Gorky's idea
that literature is primarily an aspect of socialism, and also more middle-
of-the-road than that of Lukacs, who did not waste much time considering
the tastes of the masses (in the early years of his literary career he
condemned the entertainment novel as being bound to nothing and based
on nothing, i.e entirely meaningless).
However, in other places Mao Dun tends more towards Soviet-style
Marxist literary views on this issue. In Zai duo xiel' [Morel] he
says that although some young writers are not very good in technique, they
write about important and serious issues arid have life experience, so
should be encouraged. He goes on to say that even writing rubbish is
better than not writing at all, though he justifies this in his observation
that great writers develop through practising writing and listening to
criticismin his discussion of Zhang Zhou's 张 周 Zhonghua
[Chinese children] he says that what the work lacks in
technique it makes up for in realism, and the author's sincerity
strengthens the liveliness of it.4 In Yaochang ji qita I
[Coalfield and others] he declares that a technically bad work
that is full of life and feeling is better than a technically good work
written with the reader's response in mind5 This last comment, about
the writer disregarding the reader's response, smacks of romanticism.
The romantics were very concerned with what went on in the artist's
mind, and in individualism, yet Gorky, and others, believed that
romanticism could be successfully blended with realism.
Moreover, this comment of Mao Dun's also betrays some confusion as
to the role of literature—and the writer—in society. As we have seen
above (p. 78), Marxists are interested in all aspects of literature but
fundamentally they see literature in its relation to the rest of society., as
being a commodity produced by and for certain groups, and as reflecting
ideology. Marx himself, while having very definite ideas on the base and
the superstructure in a given society, did point out. that the relation
between base and superstructure is not symmetrical— various elements
of the superstructure are not reducible to class struggle or economic
conditions6 Trotsky, too, said that art has a very high degree of
autonomy
Bisztray observes that there are two possible, opposed Marxist
interpretations of the significance of literature and its relation with the
state.® They can be presented in chart form as follows:
1st interDretation 2nd interpretation
1. definition of
literature






part of party activities both private and part
of wider social sphere
3. position of
writer
must belong to party
and do party work
total freedom, so long












Mao Dun's views on literature are obviously closer to the second
interpretation. They are generally so liberal that they seem scarcely
Marxist at all, but merely those of a realist with revolutionary
sympathies. Of course, critical realists are riot unconcerned with the
relation between literature and society; the sociology of literature
extends beyond Marxism in many directions. For instance, it is generally
recognized, by Marxists and non-Marxists alike, that realist literature (its
most distinctive form being the novel) is a product of bourgeois society,
that it rose with the flourishing of commerce, science, and new ideas in
nineteenth century Europe. The same case has been put forward in
relation to the rise of Chinese long works of fiction.
Fiction— both novel and short story— was the preferred genre of
Mao Dun. He was interested in all forms of literature, and did research in
the folk tale, but he spoke of fiction most often, and even when he only
uses the general term literature or literature and art
he seems to be really talking about fiction as he analyses
characterization, plot, description, and so forth. Mao Dun saw traditional
Chinese fiction, in contrast with other forms, as being an expression of
the bourgeoisie, and while not being mass literature exactly, as being
closer to the people than the traditionally more accepted forms.
Moreover, his passion for realism, realism in the style of nineteenth-
century critical realism, restricted his tastes largely to the novel.
Realism can be broadly interpreted to include many genres and styles of
literature, but Mao Dun's interpretation was always a narrow and literal
one.
Mao Dun's comments on the class value of literature are not very
original. He says that the pyramids in Egypt are not national art, but the
tools of the aristocracy for controlling the people. The ancient literary
classics of various nations went through a long process of development
before they were actually written down. They were written down by the
literati of the ruling class, and therefore represent the ruling class, not
the people's national consciousness.'' This is a rather simplistic point
of view, lacking the complexities of Marx's writings, and avoiding the
problem of the relation between the ruling class and the people (i.e. the
rest of the people). A more reasonable criticism, perhaps, is that levelled
at Liang De Suov 受 精 所 for claiming that his journal is for the
masses, when it really only appeals to the urban bourgeoisie, and because
its articles are escapist (leisure reading) rather than serious items.
Nineteenth-century literary realism in Europe flourished alongside of
the development of science. At this time great changes were taking place
in both scientific knowledge and method. Realist writers compared their
work with that of the scientist in a laboratory; positivism replaced
intuition in literary criticism. It was widely believed that literature
could be analysed and accounted for just as the subject of a scientific
investigation could—it seems as if the realists wanted to turn literature
into a science (some in fact, did advocate this). The theories of Darwin,
Taine and Marx were very influential.
This positivistic approach has been largely refuted today, but a
hundred years ago it was taken very seriously. When Chinese intellectuals
began to pursue Western scientific knowledge and technology at the
beginning of the twentieth century, the literature they came into contact
with appealed to them automatically. The critical tone and realist,
objective style, in the light of China's social and economic problems and.
the crisis of faith in Chinese culture, made this seem the perfect literary
form, and one which Chinese literature should adopt in preference to
traditional forms.
No one was more enthusiastic about the new literature than Mao Dun.
His father had been an advocate of modern education, with an emphasis on
science and mathematics, and Mao Dun together with his brother Shen
Zemin )t translated science fiction.
Throughout his literary career, but especially in his early and middle
periods, Mao Dun stressed the importance of objective observation:
in the end, is the creation of works of literature and art
dependent on experience itself? Or can it rely on objective
impressions? I think that always relying on objective
observation is in line with the genera! rule. Naturally the
author cannot hide far outside the circle and look in, he must at
least carefully examine from within the circle, although he
does not necessarily also do anything: weren't old writers
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In the nineteenth century in Europe writers, like scientists, were no
longer content to rely on theories but insisted on direct, impartial
observation of reality, on drawing from life. They rejected both the
artificiality and restraint of classicism, and the flights of
epistomological fancy of the romantics. Marxists maintain that writers,
too, are workers and should love the workers and not mind getting their
own hands dirty. This became—and has remained—an important issue in
modern China. But although Marxism embraced it and gave it a stronger
theoretical basis, this emphasis on the value of life and experience was
well established by realist writers and critics.
Mao Dun's critical writings show that he, too, was influenced by the
positivism of the age of industrialization, science and the bourgeoisie. In
Guanyu 'chuangzuo 关 亏 “ 似 作 [Concerning 'creation'] he declares:
Works of value certainly cannot come from imaginative




The notion that practice is more important than theory is something
that has been stressed much more by Chinese Marxists than by their
European counterparts, especially, after 1949, by Mao Zedong. In this
area, Mao Dun conforms with Chinese intellectuals to some extent. In
Xuyao jiaota shidi de pipingjia ， 粲 辱 崎 黎 象 地 叫 扒 匕
[We need critics with their feet firmly planted on the ground] he
says that regardless of whether or not literary theories of realism are
correct, writers and critics should get concrete guidance for their
literary activities from actual works of literature. There were other
critics (and later these dominated) who maintained that works of
literature could not supply anything concrete, and that the only way is to
actually experience life, but Mao Dun, as always, takes a middle path— he
is aware of the dangers of a literary scene top-heavy with theory, but also
recognizes that much can be learnt from literary works.
But elsewhere he does still stress the importance of practice, stating
his views in no uncertain terms:
Naturally, getting writers to familiarize themselves with
places they are not familiar with, actually is fraught with
difficulties—for example,'because of life relations he cannot
not consolidate his present place, but a writer with a strong•-,
sense of responsibility towards his own works certainly has
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In the same article he says that both theoretical knowledge and
practical experience are necessary—a common fault of young writers is
that they have good theoretical knowledge but lack practical experience.
He says that these misguided young writers must realize the difference
between the drill (book-learning, method) and the ore (experience,
action, subject-matter). Further, he warns that knowing some theories of
social science is one thing but using them is another.
In Concerning 'Creation' he also talks about the importance of life
experience, of the concrete over the theoretical. He says that there are
three things needed to create proletarian literature: first, correct
concents k 411- ; second, and most important, rich life
; and third, skilful technique 乡 免 ， 杏 叫 枝
The second requirement is the most important because only correct
concepts grasped from life are correct, and only technique brought forth
from life is living technique.®
The last point to make on this topic is that Mao Dun did not overlook
critics in his arguments. Not just authors, he said, but critics too, must
learn from life' 19
In any discussion on the theory or practice of fiction, the topic of
characterization is usually included. In any discussion on Marxist theory
of literature, characterization usually dominates. Marx and Engels saw the
characters of a literary work as being very important. This has not been
refuted, but since the time of Marx and Engels controversy has arisen over
the precise function of the hero in a literary work, and the correct nature
of characterization. As Bisztray points out, there are two main, differing,
schools of thought. Georg Lukacs can be taken as representative of one and
Maxim Gorky as typical of the other.
Lukacs believed that the portrayal of the hero in realism has several
dimensions, and that the totality of the hero extends to the social
spectrum. He did not deny that characters should be typical, but insisted
that typification should not be imposed: it should come through the
creative process. He saw the creative consciousness of the artist as being
most important in the presentation of heroes. Like Marx, Lukacs pointed to
literary history to illustrate his theory. He said that in the Homeric epics
the heroes are static; in the new bourgeois epic—the novel—the heroes
are dynamic. He was critical of socialist realism that placed more
emphasis on things than on human consciousness.
Gorky, in contrast, advocted larger-than-life heroes. He believed in
portraying a person's talent, will, etc. creating miracles superceding the
creator. His interpretation of typical was much more basic than Lukacs':
he saw a type as being the common denominator of a class, with all the
typical features of that class rolled into one person. Gorky saw nothing
good or worth preserving in the past tradition of characterization. Lukacs
was concerned more with the bourgeoisie whereas Gorky was interested in
workers, gypsies, and other members of the proletariat20
Characterization had, of course, been considered important long
before the advent of Marxism. Aristotle, whose arguments have been the
starting point for much of Western literary criticism, recognized the
importance of characters, but placed them second to action or plot, in
traditional Chinese fiction characters have been types rather than
individuals—not types in the Marxist sense, of course, but meaning that
they represent characteristics found in many people, and kinds of people
(for examples scholar, beauty). Perhaps the nature of traditional Chinese
fiction made Marxist literary ideas more acceptable than they were in
Europe.
The realists' interest in the scientific, accurate representation of
reality extended to characterization too. As Becker points out, the
slice-of-life approach of realism meant the end of the traditional hero.
The author was expected to keep a low profile as interest was shifted to
people against the background of other people and things. Harry Levin
sees a close relationship between the rise of the bourgeoisie in Europe and
the development of realistic characterization. In the past, the
predominant literary forms, tragedy and the epic, had dealt with nobles
and other great people and characters had been idealized. Comedy had been
about low life and domestic life rather than great, deeds. When society
changed and the bourgeoisie became the dominant force, literature about
the bourgeoisie, the class that had previously supplied the clowns,
servants, merchants, etc. in literature, dominated too. Not only was there
a change of emphasis in subject matter but the low style was adopted
too—individualism, detailed characterization and so forth.
With the introduction of European realist literature into China, there
arose, among the young intelligentsia, great enthusiasm for Western-style
characterization, and the concept of individualism became very important,
as the literary works and literary societies and periodicals of the May
Fourth era reflect. (See Leo Ou-fan Lee's The Romantic Generation of
Modern Chinese Writers.)22 Mao Dun, too, was interested in the
individual in the early years of his career, but after 1927 began to take a
distinctly Marxist attitude.




This is practically a word-for-word translation of Engels' statement on
types:
Realism, to my mind, implies, besides truth of detail, the
truthful reproduction of typical characters under typical
circumstances24
Elaborating, Mao Dun said that writers should create typical characters to
represent the dawn of the new age, and also the last dregs of the
struggling old age. Again, he remarked that in literature, quality is more
important than quantity of works, and that quality depends on trying to
express the most important features of real people. So we can see that
for Mao Dun as for all Marxists the most important single element of a
work is characterization.
In Clarification of Two Aspects, Mao Dun criticised the lack of
concrete realism in characterization in modern Chinese 'literature, saying
that many young writers write about unfamiliar things and are too
abstract—they have a few characters representing ideas, instead of real
people.26 This comment is very similar to remarks by Marx and Engels on
characterization, in a letter to Ferdinand Lassalle on April 19th, 1859,
Marx said:
[In your play] there is too much Schillerism, which means
making individuals into mere mouth-pieces of the spirit of the
times.
And in a letter to Minna Kautsky, November 25th 1885, in which he
discussed Kautsky's novel DieAlten die Neuen (The old and the
new), Engels said:
The characters in both milieus [i.e. both salt miners and
Viennese society] are drawn with your usual precision of
individualization. Each person is a type, but at the same time
a distinct personality.28
Characterization is deemed very important by Marxist critics, and by
Mao Dun, but so is background, the world against which charaters are
portrayed. In European literature, detailed, graphic description of
background is the most noticeable innovation of nineteenth-century
realists, and it is in depiction of background that traditional Chinese and
Western literature appear most different.
Naturalism is different from both realism and Marxist literature, but
realism and Marxism are very similar. Looking at background, there is
nothing to distinguish a Marxist from a realist work apart from
consciousness the consciousness of the author and the appropriate
response of the reader. So it is that from the beginning of his literary
career Mao Dun stressed the importance of a fuli and realistic
representation of the novel or story's world; when he became interested in
Marxism he continued to advocate this, but gave more definite reasons to
support his arguments.
In the letter to Ferdinand Lassalle, April 19th, 1859, Marx said that
literary works need to have a background broad in range and deep in insight
—writers should beware of oversimplification. He said:
The noble representatives of revolution,—behind whose
slogans of unity and liberty the hope of the old imperial power
and fistic right is concealed—should not take up all the
interest as in your play, but the representatives of the
peasantry (especially them) and the revolutionary elements in
the cities should have provided an important and active
background for your play. Then you could have expressed in
much qreater measure the most modern ideas in their purest
form.... You vould then have Shakespearized more; at
present, there is too much Schillerism, which means making
individuals into mere mouth-pieces of the times.
And in a letter to Lassalle in the following month, Engels stressed the
importance of realism, vivid characterization and an interesting
background:
In my view of drama, the realistic should not be neglected in
favor of the intellectual elements, nor Shakespeare in favor of
Schiller. Had you introduced the wonderfully variegated
plebian social sphere of that time, it would have lent entirely
new material which would have enlivened and provided an
indispensable background for the action being played out on the
forestage by the national movement of the nobility and it would
at last have thrown proper light on this very movement. What
wonderfully distinctive character portraits are to be found
during this period of the breakdown of feudalism—penniless
ruling kings, impoverished hireling soldiers and adventurers of
all sorts—a Falstaffian background that,-in a historical play of
this type, would be much more effective than in
Shakespeareru
5. TWO TESTS-QLWESIEBNJBEALISM AND MAO DUN'S RESPONSE
Marx and Engels, and later Marxist critics, including Mao Dun,
examined literature as it existed under normal conditions—as the
product of a society at peace, or a society in a state of transition, and
with a definite literary heritage. But in the case of the literature of
modern China, particularly of the 1920's, 30's and 4Q's, there are two
special circumstances which must be taken into consideration, and which
influenced Mao Dun's discussion of literary realism.
First, during this period Chinese culture was being bombarded with
foreign ideas. The new literature was in a state of dilemma, unable either
to become completely like Western literature or to have faith in
traditional Chinese literature. In Europe there had always been mutual
influence among nations, and anyway the various nations were part of one
homogeneous cultural mainstream. (The exception was Russia, which for a
long time was isolated from the rest of Europe, but it is also true that
Russia did greatly increase contact with the West long before the October
revolution.) On the whole, Marxists had only to weigh up the relative
merits of traditional literature and the new realist or Socialist realist
works. But in China there was not only conflict between the old and the
new, but also a kind of cultural identity crisis,as the very worth of
Chinese literature was questioned and the wisdom of transplanting
Western literature into the Chinese soil was also questioned.
' The second special circumstance was the Sino-Japanese War (1937-
1945). This was a long and desperate conflict, with the enemy invading
and actually occupying a considerable portion of the country. A state of
emergency existed. In the meantime, China was making the hard transition
from feudal to capitalist society, and also coming more and more under the
influence of communism. !n other words, the political and social situation
was an unusual test of realist and Marxist principles of literature.
D.W. Fokkema and Elrud Kunne-ibsch, writing about contemporary
Chinese Marxist criticism, remark:
One striking difference between Chinese and Soviet Marxist
criticism is that the former is much less entangled in efforts
to assimilate European literature from the Renaissance down to
the pre-revoiutionary Russian classics. !t appears that in
general Maoist literary criticism can be applied more
consistently and more rigorously, as the European heritage
means evidently less to the Chinese than to the Russians.1
This may be true, but Chinese Marxists (for examples, 6uo Moruo
Qu Qiubai and Yu Dafu were
faced 'with the even more daunting task of assimilating nineteenth century
European realist literature, praised by Marx and Engels and admired by
young Chinese intellectuals, and at the same time dealing with the
non-realist Chinese literary tradition.
Mao Dun, throughout his writings, uses realism as the first criterion
for assessing the worth of a literary work. In this perspective, it is not
surprising that the great achievements of traditional Chinese literature
are overlooked, because Mao Dun is unwittingly judging Chinese literature
according to entirely foreign—and unsuitable—standards. This flaw is
most apparent in his major critical work of the 1950's, Ye Du Ou Ji
(Random thoughts while reading at night). In this
essay Mao Dun analyses both Chinese and European literary history from a
Marxist viewpoint. He consistently praises genres or individual works
which he judges to be realist, and looks upon the non-realist ones as
backward. The majority of the works he discusses are pre-nineteenth
century Western and pre-twentieth century Chinese works—literature
written before realism came into vogue, and before the circumstances
were ripe for realism. He ends the article with a scathing (and misguided)
attack on modernist art and literature, which he sees as anti-realist and
decadent.
Actually, as George Bisztray points out, in the 1930's in Europe there
was the growth of the idea of social relativism, that different national
traditions need to be taken into account. But in spite of this questioning
by some Marxist critics, the dominance of Soviet literature and criticism
means that modern Marxist realism is basically Soviet. I would even
suggest that until the early 1940's this situation applied to China as well,
though in the 1930's there was already an awareness, reinforced by the
war, that the Soviet model could not be applied wholesale to the Chinese
situation, that as the present social and political realities, and the
cultural heritaoe of the two nations were different, the new literature
could not be exactly the same. The founding of the People's Republic of
China in 1949 unified the country, and the alienation from the Soviet Union
during the 1950's, and China's increasing isolation from the rest of the
world, in line with the policy of self-reliance, brought about renewed
nationalism and faith in Chinese culture.
Qu Qiubai was the pioneer of the introduction of Marxist criticism and
Soviet literature in the early 1920's3 His 1931 analysis of the problems
facing the left-wing literary movement can be seen, in the words of
Pickowicz, as the first appearance of a characteristically Chinese form
of Marxist literary criticism. Qu's account of Soviet literature
interested Chinese readers, but there was a conflict between the Chinese
literary revolutionaries' love of nineteenth-century bourgeois Western
literature, and the iconoclasm and experimentation of the Russians.
In Wenti de liang mianguan I (Two sides of
the question), Mao Dun says that writers and critics should not just blindly
impose Western culture—Chinese literature has its own style:
Since the May Fourth Movement, we have abandoned our inherent
culture to receive Western culture. Under this situation of
being at others' beck and call, all sorts of changes have taken
place. In fact a civilized nation should have its own style. Our
genuine Chinese literary and artistic style is not rotten to the
core, nor is it totally Westernized, but is an original and
characteristic style. This style exists in popular folk
literature. If we set about examining [the literature] from
small places, we can discover this original and characteristic
style.
玉 巧 运 动 广 人 来 ， 私 仞 么 夯 淹 乞
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今 為 地 骑 巧 风 樣 。
Three years earlier, in Xuyao jiao ta shidi de pipingjia 案 专 脚 趕
[We need critics whose feet are planted on solid
ground], Mao Dun had already warned against blindly following Gorky and
other Russian critics: in drawing on European critics' works, he said, it
must be remembered that Chinese critics' circumstances are different, and
they should make use of foreign methods in that light
With hindsight we can see that this warning was wise. Writing in the
1930's Mao Dun was no doubt reflecting the growing patriotism in China.
Yet this passage also shows that although his literary theory may often
have lacked originality and suffered from oversimplification, he was
remarkably clear-sighted and pragmatic.
On the other hand, Mao Dun, like other Chinese intellectuals interested
in Marxism, recogized the Soviet Union's unique position to influence
Chinese literature. At this time, it was the only communist country in the
world, and it supported the Chinese communists with money and by
encouraging scientific and cultural exchanges. At one point Gorky was the
most widely read author in China, after Lu Xun. Mao Dun said:
The first harvest of the proletarian literature of the world's
first proletarian country is already in our country equivalent to
a rough elementary form. Although it is a rough elementary
form, doesn't it provide us with a good mould? How it gives
us an understanding of that rich life, warm sentiment and
wide-ranging experience which revolution gave Soviet
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Mao Dun believed that a revolutionary writer should get inspiration
from both the Russian and the Chinese revolutionary experiences. In
Zhongguo Suwei'ai germing yu puluo wenxue zhi jianshe II 1
4 [The Chinese soviet
revolution and the establishment of proletarian literature], after a rather
emotional passage about the nature of the Chinese revolutionary struggle,
he concludes:
All of this, all of this, must certainly be expressed by the pens
of our writers, we cannot believe that the present, with the
great prelude of the Chinese soviet revolution, cannot produce
writers of its own period.
达 一 如 ， 这 ― 切 ） 都 一 定 零 教 、 仍 作
—I11 7
在 ， 能 产 生 它 自 己 叫 吋 么 、 約 作 象
Mao Dun believed that content is not restricted by form—old forms
can be used for new content. He thought it important to make use of
traditional forms of art and literature:
In the literature and art movement of the anti-Japanese
war, making use of old forms is an important issue. But the
most correct interpretation of this issue should be not to
discard old forms, but to extract their characteristic
technique and study them, alter them, and refine them even
more, to turn them into our technique. Among the various
forms of folk literature, there are high and low points as to
artistic achievement, for instance the[? ]i5a,









Mao Dun's reason for recommending traditional forms is a utilitarian
one. In Two Sides of the Question, he says:
First of all we should clarify why we should make use of
old forms.... First let us discuss it from a factual point of
view. Recently a batch of wood engravings reached a country
village, and when the people saw them they were startled.
They pointed and said: This black faced fellow is a savage,
not one of us Chinese. By the same token, all Westernized
fiction is read but not absorbed by them. What they are
familiar with are old forms, what they are used to are old-
forms, so we must use old forms too as the means of












What Mao Dun saw as being the qualities of folk literature which
appealed to the masses are: one, stories which gradually unfold, in good
order; two, clear-cut characters, related to the story, and who are bones
in the flesh of the story's development; three, the expression of emotion
intertwined with the narrative. In discussing Xued 響 士 ‘ 乜
[Snowfield] by He Gutian Mao Dun praises the author for
avoiding the use of strange, European-style sentences, the terminology of
populai literature (which he disliked because of its sensationalism
and frivolity) and affected technique—he just uses simple, detailed
description. The faults of He's writing he describes as formulaic
concepts, the use of the technique of juechu feng sheng 绝 ； 谨 生
(to be unexpectedly rescued from a desperate situation), having the
style of old fiction, and giving the work an extremely romantic
colouring.
Once again we see that Mao Dun's overriding concern was with
realism. Yet what he sees as the important features of traditional and
folk literature, although they certainly exist, are arguably not what makes
these traditional forms distinctly Chinese.
Mao Dun's views on the Chinese literary heritage are similar to those
of Georg Lukacs, who urged writers to take from their cultural heritage
that which is of value. True popular literature, he believed, grows out of
the people, and the writer is a son of the people. True realism is easily
accessible to the people whereas avant-garde literature is not. Lukacs
saw avant-garde literature as detrimental, and in the same way Mao Dun,
and others, saw Western and Westernized literature as being too
inaccessible and therefore inappropriate to the Chinese situation.
Mao Dun suggested two ways of making use of old forms: one, keeping
familiar styles, techniques, etc. and changing only what does not suit
contemporary life; two, keeping only the essence (for example,
compactness of narrative style) of old forms.16 However, as we have
already noted above, because he looked at everything from a realist
perspective, he would see what does not suit contemporary life as being
non-realist elements, and the acceptable essence as contributing to
realism.
Related to this issue of literary heritage versus foreign influence is
the question of wartime literature—both set the Chinese scene apart from
the European, both led to Mao Dun advocating the use of traditional forms,
and both involve realism. The former is concerned with the conflict
between nineteenth-century Western realism and the traditional mode of
Chinese literature, the latter questions the validity of strictly applying
standards of realism under certain circumstances.
The value of literature during wartime lies in its contribution to the
war effort—to arousing the people to join the struggle of resisting the
enemy. In other words, literature can be used as propaganda, in the China
of the 1930's, already in turmoil due to the great social and economic
changes, the role of literature was potentially great. There was certainly
a good case for propaganda. Yet the notion of propaganda is irreconcilable
with the spirit of realism.
Mao Dun raises this issue in an interesting article written in 1937,
Haishi xianshizhuyi VI 7’ [Still realism]. He observes
that the European war (the First World War) was imperialist, though
according to the Allies' propaganda it was a just war. This contradiction
means that the literature of that time was not realist. The non-realist
literature of the European war failed to live up to its promises of peace
ana' freedom. He goes on to say that the only literary policy for the war
against Japan is the promotion of realism. Mao Dun sees the anti-Japanese
war as an exception. Unlike the European war, the aim in fighting this war
really was freedom, and Mao Dun believed that this would be achieved.
Moreover, in the process of freeing China from the enemy, society's main
contradictions would be automatically resolved and Sun Yat-sen's three
principles of the people would be realized. He saw this as the prospective
scene of war literature and art.17 But Mao Dun's arguments are illogical.
His belief that the Chinese war is different from the European war is
really only a subjective judgement—his conviction that the Chinese people
would be victorious over the Japanese is well-meaning propaganda: at that
time, it was by no means certain that Japan would lose the war. Moreover,
he confuses two issues: the justness of the war, and the most suitable
literary form.
Mao Dun discusses defence literature II in another
article, Xuyao yige zhongxindiari' 索 每 一 中 ， 二 、 良 [We need
a focal point]. He says that defence literature is emergency literature
Defence literature should arouse the people and
oppose the enemy. I o do this, it needs to describe the positive behavior of
the people (heroic deeds and so forth) and also social phenomena, the lives
of all sorts of people. It must have a focal point, so that it can raise
consciousness. People need to be made aware of the issues involved, and
inspired to join the fight.
Following the premise that those who aren't actually for us are
against us, Mao Dun says that writers should encourage uncertain elements
of society to get rid of their traitorous ideas and to cease condoning
traitors. But creative freedom is still important:
However this is not to say that writers and artists will lose
their creative freedom because of this. Moreover, this is not to
say that under the heading defence literature it is only
permitted to have a certain subject matter and a certain style;
—that it is only permitted to beat the battle drum, or sound the
trumpet call to the assault, and that all kinds of strategies
such as raiding the enemy camp and plundering the fort are not
permitted. This is also not to say that writers' pens are
forbidden to contact any other form of reality apart from
serving that great aim. The sentry on the battlefield on a
moonlit night suddenly thinks of an episode from his
childhood, or like a poet admires the night scene of the
battlefield, and so long as this does not make him doze off, or
be so lost in thought that he is captured by the enemv, he is
1 Q
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Mao Dun believed that different themes and styles of writing are
necessary, as every aspect of social life is related to the war effort. A
writer's individual development should not be obstructed by these
concerns, and different-kinds of writers can attain even further
development working for the national interest. His conclusion is that
freedom must be respected, so long as it is not suspicious
or detachec I’‘
20
This is a rather facile compromise. The conditions attached to
artistic freedom are far-reaching, and open to any interpretation. Mao
Dun's ideas on war literature are related to socialist realism, which
emphasizes the positive, looking to the future, yet they also conform with
every other kind of propaganda. For example, American propaganda of the
Second World War. In spite of the different ideological positions of the
people responsible for this propaganda and of Mao Dun, there is very little
difference between the two types of propaganda.
In Gei qingnian zuojia de gongkai xir ， 餘 青 年 釔 吟 么 幵 售
(An open letter to young writers) Mao Dun says that the most important
way for writers to contribute to the war effort is to express patriotic
opinions (rather than merely write war literature Here he says that
there should be no formal restrictions on writers, they should be allowed
to express their opinions freely.21 Yet writers should first of all fight to
express patriotic opinions 体 玄 伯 应 当 失 为 固 的 言
说 自 击 而 战 and anyone can express his opinion
I16 are contradictory.
Mao Dun was interested in reportage. Reportage is a twentieth-
century offshoot of realism. It takes real people and situations (instead
of invented ones) and presents them with a greater or lesser degree of
artistry 22 Mao Dun maintained that reportage enables the reader to have
a direct impression of people and life. He says the difference between
reportage and fiction is that reportage needs to have all the artistic-
principles of fiction (character depiction, description of background, etc)
but it stresses true facts and immediate reporting, whereas for fiction
the author collates life experience, researches and analyses to draw
conclusions, and makes use of creative imagination to fully depict the
subject. Reportage, he believed, should reflect and criticise.2
It seems to me that Mao Dun looked to reportage as nineteenth
century European writers looked to critical realism (e.g. Flaubert) and
naturalism (e.g. Zola). In spite of the definition he gives, reportage seems
too close to ordinary realism and naturalism. Moreover, it would seem to
preclude the typical characters in typical settingscalled for by Marxists,
including Mao Dun himself.
Mao Dun said that all ages have particular literary forms, and that
reportage was the particular form of the chaotic and changing times he
lived in. This was because, he felt, people wanted to know about current
phenomena24
Finally, Mao Dun had something to say on why Chinese war literature
was inadequate. He pointed to three problems: one, literary works are not
recent enough, as news items are; two, writers' sources are indirect;
three, the majority of writers greatly lack life experience.20
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